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11 Outline

References to sections, theorems, and lemmas with section numbers less than 11 refer to

sections and results in the main paper.

Section 12 of this Supplemental Material 1 (SM1) provides expressions for the densities

fQ(q;��; �0; �;
); fQ1jQT (q1jqT ); and fQ(q; �uv; �v); expressions for the POIS2 test statistic and
critical value of AMS, and expressions for the one-to-one transformations between the reduced-

form and structural variance matrices. Section 13 provides one-sided power bounds for invariant

similar tests as �0 ! �1; where �0 denotes the null hypothesis value. Section 14 corrects (4.1)
of AMS, which concerns the two-point weight function that de�nes AMS�s two-sided AE power

envelope.

Section 15 proves Lemma 6.1. Section 16 proves Theorem 5.1 and its Comment (v). Section 17

proves Theorem 6.2 and its Comment (iv), Corollary 6.3 and its Comment (ii), and Theorem 6.4.

Section 18 proves Theorem 8.1. Section 19 proves Theorem 13.1 and Lemmas 14.1 and 14.2.

Section 20 computes the structural error variance matrices in scenarios 1 and 2 considered in

(4.2) and (4.3) in Section 4.

Section 21 shows how the model is transformed to go from a testing problem of H0 : � = �0

versus H1 : � = �� for � 2 Rk and �xed 
 to a testing problem of H0 : � = 0 versus H1 : � = ��

for some � 2 Rk and some �xed 
 with diagonal elements equal to one. This links the model

considered here to the model used in the Andrews, Moreira, and Stock (2006) (AMS) numerical

work.

Section 22 shows how the model is transformed to go from a testing problem of H0 : � = �0

versus H1 : � = �� for � 2 Rk and �xed 
 to a testing problem of H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = 0 for

some � 2 Rk and some �xed 
 with diagonal elements equal to one. These transformation results
imply that there is no loss in generality in the numerical results of the paper to taking !21 = !22 = 1;

�� = 0; and �uv 2 [0; 1] (rather than �uv 2 [�1; 1]):
Section 23 considers a variant of the CLR test, which we denote the CLR2n test, and computes

probabilities that it has in�nite length. It is not found to improve upon the CLR test.

Section 24 considers the linear IV model that allows for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation

in the errors, as in Moriera and Ridder (2017). It extends Theorem 5.1 to this model. Thus, it gives

formulae for the probabilities that a CI has in�nite right length, in�nite left length, and in�nite

length in this model.
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12 De�nitions

12.1 Densities of Q when � = �� and when �0! �1

In this subsection, we provide expressions for (i) the density fQ(q;��; �0; �;
) of Q when the

true value of � is ��; and the null value �0 is �nite, (ii) the conditional density fQ1jQT (q1jqT ) of Q1
given QT = qT ; and (iii) the limit of fQ(q;��; �0; �;
) as �0 ! �1:

Let

���(q) = ���(q;�0;
) := c2��qS + 2c��d��qST + d
2
��
qT ; (12.1)

where c�� = c��(�0;
) and d�� = d��(�0;
): As in Section 6, fQ(q;��; �0; �;
) denotes the density

of Q := [S : T ]0[S : T ] when [S : T ] has the multivariate normal distribution in (2.3) with � = ��

and � = �0���: This noncentral Wishart density is

fQ(q;��; �0; �;
) = K1 exp(��(c2�� + d
2
��
)=2) det(q)(k�3)=2 exp(�(qS + qT )=2)

�(����(q))
�(k�2)=4I(k�2)=2(

q
����(q)); where

q =

24 qS qST

qST qT

35 ; q1 =
0@ qS

qST

1A 2 R+ �R; qT 2 R+; (12.2)

K�1
1 = 2(k+2)=2pi1=2�((k � 1)=2); I�(�) denotes the modi�ed Bessel function of the �rst kind of

order �; pi = 3:1415:::; and �(�) is the gamma function. This holds by Lemma 3(a) of AMS with
� = ��:

By Lemma 3(c) of AMS, the conditional density of Q1 given QT = qT when [S : T ] is distributed

as in (2.3) with � = �0 is

fQ1jQT (q1jqT ) := K1K
�1
2 exp(�qS=2) det(q)(k�3)=2q�(k�2)=2T ; (12.3)

which does not depend on �0; �; or 
:

By Lemma 6.1, the limit of fQ(q;��; �0; �;
) as �0 ! �1 is the density fQ(q; �uv; �v): As in

Section 6, fQ(q; �uv; �v) denotes the density of Q := [S : T ]
0[S : T ] when [S : T ] has a multivariate

normal distribution with means matrix in (6.2), all variances equal to one, and all covariances equal

to zero. This is a noncentral Wishart density that has following form:

fQ(q; �uv; �v) = K1 exp(��v(1 + r2uv)=2) det(q)(k�3)=2 exp(�(qS + qT )=2)

�(�v�(q; �uv))�(k�2)=4I(k�2)=2(
p
�v�(q; �uv)); where

�(q; �uv) := qS + 2ruvqST + r
2
uvqT : (12.4)
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This expression for the density holds by the proof of Lemma 3(a) of AMS with means matrix

�� � (1=�v; ruv=�v) in place of the means matrix �� � (c� ; d�):

12.2 POIS2 Test

Here we de�ne the POIS2(q1; qT ;�0; ��; �) test statistic of AMS, which is analyzed in Section

6, and its conditional critical value �2;�0(qT ):

Given (��; �); the parameters (�2�; �2) are de�ned in (6.3), which is the same as (4.2) of AMS.

By Cor. 1 of AMS, the optimal average-power test statistic against (��; �) and (�2�; �2) is

POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) :=
 (Q;�0; ��; �) +  (Q;�0; �2�; �2)

2 2(QT ;�0; ��; �)
; where

 (Q;�0; �; �) := exp(��(c2� + d2�)=2)(���(Q))�(k�2)=4I(k�2)=2(
q
���(Q));

 2(QT ;�0; �; �) := exp(��d2�=2)(�d2�QT )�(k�2)=4I(k�2)=2(
q
�d2�QT ); (12.5)

Q and QT are de�ned in (3.1), c� = c�(�;
) and d� = d�(�;
) are de�ned in (2.3), I�(�) is de�ned
in (12.2), ��(Q) is de�ned in (12.1) with Q and � in place of q and ��; and � := �0���: Note that

 2(QT ;��; �) =  2(QT ;�2�; �2) by (6.3).

Let �2;�0(qT ) denote the conditional critical value of the POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) test statistic. That

is, �2;�0(qT ) is de�ned to satisfy

PQ1jQT (POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) > �2;�0(qT )jqT ) = � (12.6)

for all qT � 0; where PQ1jQT (�jqT ) denotes probability under the density fQ1jQT (�jqT ) de�ned in
(12.3). The critical value function �2;�0(�) depends on (�0; ��; �;
) and k (and (�2�; �2) through
(��; �)).

12.3 Structural and Reduced-Form Variance Matrices

Let ui; v1i; and v2i denote the ith elements of u; v1; and v2; respectively. We have

v1i := ui + v2i� and 
 =

24 !21 !12

!12 !22

35 ; (12.7)

where � denotes the true value.

Given the true value � and some structural error variance matrix �; the corresponding reduced-
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form error variance matrix 
(�;�) is


(�;�) := V ar

0@0@ v1i

v2i

1A1A = V ar

0@0@ ui + v2i�

v2i

1A1A
=

24 1 �

0 1

35�
24 1 0

� 1

35 =
24 �2u + 2�uv� + �

2
v�
2 �uv + �

2
v�

�uv + �
2
v� �2v

35 ; where
� =

24 �2u �uv

�uv �2v

35 : (12.8)

Given the true value � and the reduced-form error variance matrix 
; the structural variance

matrix �(�;
) is

�(�;
) := V ar

0@0@ ui

v2i

1A1A = V ar

0@0@ v1i � v2i�
v2i

1A1A (12.9)

=

24 1 ��
0 1

35

24 1 0

�� 1

35 =
24 !21 � 2!12� + !22�2 !12 � !22�

!12 � !22� !22

35 :
Let �2u(�;
); �

2
v(�;
); and �uv(�;
) denote the (1; 1); (2; 2); and (1; 2) elements of �(�;
): Let

�uv(�;
) denote the correlation implied by �(�;
):

In the asymptotics as �0 ! �1; we �x �� and 
 and consider the testing problem as �0 ! �1:
Rather than �xing 
; one can equivalently �x the structural variance matrix when � = ��; say at

��: Given �� and ��; there is a unique reduced-form error variance matrix 
 = 
(��;��) de�ned

using (12.8). Signi�cant simpli�cations in certain formulae occur when they are expressed in terms

of ��; rather than 
; e.g., see Lemma 15.1(e) below.

For notational simplicity, we denote the (1; 1); (2; 2); and (1; 2) elements of �� by �2u; �
2
v; and

�uv; respectively, without any � subscripts. As de�ned in (5.5), �uv := �uv=(�u�v): Thus, �uv is the

correlation between the structural and reduced-form errors ui and v2i when the true value of � is

��: Note that �uv does not change when (��;��) is �xed (or, equivalently, (��;
) = (��;
(��;��))

is �xed) and �0 is changed. Also, note that �
2
v = !22 because both denote the variance of v2i under

� = �� and � = �0:

13 One-Sided Power Bound as �0! �1

In this section, we provide one-sided power bounds for invariant similar tests as �0 ! �1 for

�xed ��: The approach is the same as in Andrews, Moreira, and Stock (2004) (AMS04) except that
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we consider �0 ! �1: Also see Mills, Moreira, and Vilela (2014).

13.1 Point Optimal Invariant Similar Tests for Fixed �0 and ��

First, we consider the point null and alternative hypotheses:

H0 : � = �0 and H1 : � = ��; (13.1)

where � 2 Rk (or, equivalently, � � 0) under H0 and H1:
Point optimal invariant similar (POIS) tests for any given null and alternative parameter values

�0 and ��; respectively, and any given 
 are constructed in AMS04, Sec. 5. Surprisingly, the same

test is found to be optimal for all values of � under H1; i.e., for all strengths of identi�cation.

The optimal test is constructed by determining the level � test that maximizes conditional power

given QT = qT among tests that are invariant and have null rejection probability � conditional on

QT = qT ; for each qT 2 R:
By AMS04 (Comment 2 to Cor. 2), the POIS test of H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = ��; for any

� 2 Rk (or � � 0) under H1; rejects H0 for large values of

POIS(Q;�0; ��) := QS + 2
d��(�0;
)

c��(�0;
)
QST : (13.2)

The critical value for the POIS(Q;�0; ��) test is a conditional critical value given QT = qT ; which

we denote by ��0(qT ): The critical value ��0(qT ) is de�ned to satisfy

PQ1jQT (POIS(Q;�0; ��) > ��0(qT )jqT ) = � (13.3)

for all qT � 0; where PQ1jQT (�jqT ) denotes probability under the conditional density fQ1jQT (q1jqT )
de�ned in (12.3). Although the density fQ1jQT (q1jqT ) does not depend on �0; ��0(qT ) depends on
�0; as well as (��;
; k); because POIS(Q;�0; ��) does.

Note that, although the same POIS(Q;�0; ��) test is best for all strengths of identi�cation,

i.e., for all � = �0��� > 0; the power of this test depends on �:

13.2 One-Sided Power Bound When �0! �1

Now we consider the best one-sided invariant similar test as �0 ! �1 keeping (��;
) �xed.

Lemma 15.1 below implies that

lim
�0!�1

d��(�0;
)

c��(�0;
)
=

�
� �uv
�v(1� �2uv)1=2

�
= (�1=�v) =

�uv
(1� �2uv)1=2

; (13.4)
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where �uv; de�ned in (5.5), is the correlation between the structural and reduced-form errors ui

and v2i under ��: Hence, the limit as �0 ! �1 of the POIS(Q;�0; ��) test statistic in (13.2) is

POIS(Q;1; �uv) := lim
�0!�1

�
QS + 2

d��(�0;
)

c��(�0;
)
QST

�
= QS + 2

�uv
(1� �2uv)1=2

QST : (13.5)

Notice that (i) this limit is the same for �0 ! +1 and �0 ! �1; (ii) the POIS(Q;1; �uv) statistic
depends on (��;
) = (��;
(��;��)) only through �uv := Corr(��); and (iii) when �uv = 0;

the POIS(Q;1; �uv) statistic is the AR statistic (times k): Some intuition for result (iii) is that
EQST = 0 under the null and limj�0j!1EQST = 0 under any �xed alternative �� when �uv = 0

(see the discussion in Section 6.2). In consequence, QST is not useful for distinguishing between

H0 and H1 when j�0j ! 1 and �uv = 0:

Let �1(qT ) denote the conditional critical value of the POIS(Q;1; �uv) test statistic. That is,
�1(qT ) is de�ned to satisfy

PQ1jQT (POIS(Q;1; �uv) > �1(qT )jqT ) = � (13.6)

for all qT � 0: The density fQ1jQT (�jqT ) of PQ1jQT (�jqT ) only depends on the number of IV�s k; see
(12.3). The critical value function �1(�) depends on �uv and k:

Let ��0(Q) denote a test of H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = �� based on Q that rejects H0 when

��0(Q) = 1: In most cases, a test depends on �0 because the distribution of Q depends on �0; see

(2.3) and (3.1), and not because ��0(�) depends on �0: For example, this is true of the AR, LM,
and CLR tests in (3.3) and (3.4). However, we allow for dependence of ��0(�) on �0 in the following
result in order to cover all possible sequences of (non-randomized) tests of H0 : � = �0:

Theorem 13.1 Let f��0(Q) : �0 ! �1g be any sequence of invariant similar level � tests of
H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = �� when Q has density fQ(q;�; �0; �;
) for some � � 0 and 
 is �xed
and known. For �xed true (��; �;
); the POIS(Q;1; �uv) test satis�es

lim sup
�0!�1

P��;�0;�;
(��0(Q) = 1) � P�uv ;�v(POIS(Q;1; �uv) > �1(QT )):

Comments. (i). Theorem 13.1 shows that the POIS(Q;1; �uv) test provides an asymptotic
power bound as �0 ! �1 for any invariant similar test for any �xed (��; �;
): This power bound

is strictly less than one. The reason is that lim�0!�1 jc��(�0;
)j 9 1: This is the same reason
that the AR test does not have power that converges to one in this scenario, see Section 4. Hence,

the bound in Theorem 13.1 is informative.

(ii). The power bound in Theorem 13.1 only depends on (��; �;
) through �uv; the magnitude
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of endogeneity under ��; and �v; the concentration parameter:

(iii). As an alternative to the power bound given in Theorem 13.1, one might consider develop-

ing a formal limit of experiments result, e.g., along the lines of van der Vaart (1998, Ch. 9). This

approach does not appear to work for the sequence of experiments consisting of the two uncondi-

tional distributions of [S : T ] (or Q) for � = �0; �� and indexed by �0 as �0 ! �1: The reason
is that the likelihood ratio of these two distributions is asymptotically degenerate as �0 ! �1
(either 0 or 1 depending on which density is in the numerator) when the truth is taken to be

� = �0: This occurs because the length of the mean vector of T diverges to in�nity as �0 ! �1
(provided � = �0��� > 0) by (2.3) and Lemma 15.1(c) below. For the sequence of conditional

distributions of Q given QT = qT ; it should be possible to obtain a formal limit of experiments

result, but this would not very helpful because we are interested in the unconditional power of tests

and a conditional limit of experiments result would not deliver this.

(iv). The proof of Theorem 13.1 is given in Section 19 below.

14 Equations (4.1) and (4.2) of AMS

This section corrects (4.1) of AMS, which concerns the two-point weight function that de�nes

AMS�s two-sided AE power envelope.

Equation (4.1) of AMS is:10 given (��; �); the second point (�2�; �2) solves

�
1=2
2 c�2� = ��

1=2c�� (6= 0) and �
1=2
2 d�2� = �1=2d�� : (14.1)

AMS states that provided �� 6= �AR; the solutions to the two equations in (4.1) satisfy the two

equations in (4.2) of AMS, which is the same as (6.3) and which we repeat here for convenience:11

�2� = �0 �
d�0(�� � �0)

d�0 + 2r�0(�� � �0)
and �2 = �

(d�0 + 2r�0(�� � �0))
2

d2�0
; where

r�0 := e01

�1a0 � (a00
�1a0)�1=2 and e1 := (1; 0)0: (14.2)

Equation (4.2) is correct as stated, but (4.1) of AMS is not correct. More speci�cally, it is not

complete. It should be: given (��; �); the second point (�2�; �2) solves either (14.1) or

�
1=2
2 c�2� = �1=2c�� (6= 0) and �

1=2
2 d�2� = ��

1=2d�� : (14.3)

10Note that (��; �) and (�2�; �2) in this paper correspond to (�
�; ��) and (��2; �

�
2) in AMS.

11The formulae in (6.3) and (14.2) only hold for �� 6= �AR; where �AR := (!21 � !12�0)=(!12 � !22�0) provided
!12 � !22�0 6= 0 (which necessarily holds for j�0j su¢ ciently large because !22 > 0):
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For brevity, we write the �either or�conditions in (14.1) and (14.3) as

�
1=2
2 c�2� = ��

1=2c�� (6= 0) and �
1=2
2 d�2� = ��

1=2d�� : (14.4)

The reason (4.1) of AMS needs to be augmented by (14.3) is that for some (��; �); �0; and


; (4.1) has no real solutions (�2�; �2) and the expressions for (�2�; �2) in (4.2) of AMS do not

satisfy (4.1). Once (4.1) of AMS is augmented by (14.3), there exist real solutions (�2�; �2) to the

augmented conditions and they are given by the expressions in (4.2) of AMS, i.e., by (14.2). This

is established in the following lemma.

Lemma 14.1 The conditions in (14.4) hold i¤ the conditions in (4.2) of AMS hold, i.e., i¤ the

conditions in (14.2) holds.

With (4.1) of AMS replaced by (14.4), the results in Theorem 8(b) and (c) of AMS hold as

stated. That is, the two-point weight function that satis�es (14.4) leads to a two-sided weighted

average power (WAP) test that is asymptotically e¢ cient under strong IV�s. And, all other two-

point weight functions lead to two-sided WAP tests that are not asymptotically e¢ cient under

strong IV�s.

Lemma 14.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 8 of AMS, i.e., Assumptions SIV-LA and 1-4 of

AMS, (a) if (�2�; �2) satis�es (14.4); then LR
�( bQ1;n; bQT;n; ��; �) = e�

1
2
(��)2 cosh(��LM

1=2
n )+op(1);

where �� = �1=2c�� ; which is a strictly-increasing continuous function of LMn; and (b) if (�2�; �2)

does not satisfy (14.4), then LR�( bQ1;n; bQT;n;��; �) = �2(QST;n=Q
1=2
T;n) + op(1) for a continuous

function �2(�) that is not even.

Comments. (i). Lemma 14.2(a) is an extension of Theorem 8(b) of AMS; while Lemma 14.2(b)

is a correction to Theorem 8(c) of AMS.

(ii). The proofs of Lemma 14.1 and 14.2 are given in Section 19 below.

Having augmented (4.1) by (14.3), the two-point weight function of AMS does not have the

property that �2� is necessarily on the opposite side of �0 from ��: However, it does have the

properties that (i) for any (��; �); (�2�; �2) is the only point that yields a two-point WAP test

that is asymptotic e¢ cient in a two-sided sense under strong IV�s, (ii) the marginal distributions

of QS ; QT; and QST are the same under (��; �) and (�2�; �2); and (iii) the joint distribution of

(QS ; QST ; QT ) under (��; �) is the same as that of (QS ;�QST ; QT ) under (�2�; �2):
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15 Proof of Lemma 6.1

The proof of Lemma 6.1 and other proofs below use the following lemma.

The distributions of [S : T ] under (�0;
) and (��;
) depend on c�(�0;
) and d�(�0;
) for

� = �0 and ��: The limits of these quantities as �0 ! �1 are given in the following lemma.12

Lemma 15.1 For �xed �� and positive de�nite matrix 
; we have

(a) lim�0!�1 c�0(�0;
) = 0:

(b) lim�0!�1 c��(�0;
) = �1=�v:
(c) lim�0!�1 d�0(�0;
) =1:
(d) d�0(�0;
)=j�0j =

!2
(!21!

2
2�!212)1=2

+ o(1) = 1
�u(1��2uv)1=2

+ o(1) as j�0j ! 1:

(e) lim�0!�1 d��(�0;
) = �
!22���!12

!2(!21!
2
2�!212)1=2

= � �uv
�v(1��2uv)1=2

:

Comment. The limits in parts (d) and (e), expressed in terms of ��; only depend on �uv; �u; and

�v and their functional forms are of a relatively simple multiplicative form. The latter provides

additional simpli�cations of certain quantities that appear below.

Proof of Lemma 15.1. Part (a) holds because c�0(�0;
) = 0 for all �0: Part (b) holds by the

following calculations:

lim
�0!�1

c��(�0;
) = lim
�0!�1

(�� � �0) � (b00
b0)�1=2

= lim
�0!�1

(�� � �0) � (!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)�1=2

= �1=!2

= �1=�v: (15.1)

Now, we establish part (e). Let b� := (1;���)0: We have

lim
�0!�1

d��(�0;
) = lim
�0!�1

b0�
b0 � (b00
b0)�1=2 det(
)�1=2

= lim
�0!�1

!21 � !12�� � !12�0 + !22���0
(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)1=2(!21!22 � !212)1=2

= � !22�� � !12
!2(!21!

2
2 � !212)1=2

: (15.2)

Next, we write the limit in (15.2) in terms of the elements of the structural error variance matrix

12Throughout, �0 ! �1 means �0 !1 or �0 ! �1:
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��: The term in the square root in the denominator of (15.2) satis�es

!21!
2
2 � !212 = (�2u + 2�uv�� + �2v�2�)�2v � (�uv + �2v��)2 = �2u�

2
v � �2uv; (15.3)

where the �rst equality uses !22 = �2v (since both denote the variance of v2i); !
2
1 = �2u + 2�uv�� +

�2v�
2
�); and !12 = �uv+�

2
v�� (which both hold by (12.8) with � = �� and � = ��); and the second

equality holds by simple calculations. The limit in (15.2) in terms of the elements of �� is

� !22�� � !12
!2(!21!

2
2 � !212)1=2

= ��
2
v�� � (�uv + �2v��)
�v(�2u�

2
v � �2uv)1=2

= � �uv
�v(1� �2uv)1=2

; (15.4)

where the �rst equality uses (15.3), !22 = �2v; and !12 = �uv + �2v��; and the second inequality

holds by dividing the numerator and denominator by �u�v: This establishes part (e).

For part (c), we have

lim
�0!�1

d�0(�0;
) = lim
�0!�1

(b00
b0)
1=2 det(
)�1=2

= lim
�0!�1

(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)1=2

(!21!
2
2 � !212)1=2

= 1: (15.5)

Part (d) holds because, as j�0j ! 1; we have

d�0(�0;
)=j�0j =
(!21=�

2
0 � 2!12=�0 + !22)1=2

(!21!
2
2 � !212)1=2

=
!2

(!21!
2
2 � !212)1=2

+ o(1)

=
1

�u(1� �2uv)1=2
+ o(1); (15.6)

where the last equality uses (15.3) and !2 = �v: �

Next, we prove Lemma 6.1, which states that for any �xed (��; �;
); lim�0!�1 fQ(q;��; �0; �;
)

= fQ(q; �uv; �v):

Proof of Lemma 6.1. By Lemma 15.1(b) and (e) and (6.1), we have lim�0!�1 c�� = �1=�v and

11



lim�0!�1 d�� = �ruv=�v: In consequence,

lim
�0!�1

�(c2�� + d
2
��
) = �(1=�2v)(1 + r

2
uv) = �v(1 + r

2
uv) and

lim
�0!�1

����(q) = lim
�0!�1

�(c2��qS + 2c��d��qST + d
2
��
qT )

= �(1=�2v)(qS + 2ruvqST + r
2
uvqT ) = �v�(q; �uv); (15.7)

using the de�nitions of �v and �(q; �uv) in (6.1) and (12.4), respectively, where the �rst equality in

the third line uses (�1)(�ruv) = ruv: Combining this with (12.2) and (12.4) proves the result of

the lemma. �

16 Proof of Theorem 5.1

The proof of Theorem 5.1 uses the following lemma.13 Let

S�1(Y ) := (Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y e2 �
�1
�v
;

T�1(Y ) := (Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y 
�1e1 � (�(1� �2uv)1=2�u); and

Q�1(Y ) :=

24 e02Y
0PZY e2 � 1�2v e02Y

0PZY 

�1e1 � �(1��

2
uv)

1=2�u
�v

e02Y
0PZY 


�1e1 � �(1��
2
uv)

1=2�u
�v

e01

�1Y 0PZY 


�1e1 � (1� �2uv)�2u

35 ; (16.1)
where �uv := Corr(ui; v2i); PZ := Z(Z 0Z)�1Z 0; e1 := (1; 0)0; and e2 := (0; 1)0: Let QT;�1(Y ) denote

the (2; 2) element of Q�1(Y ): As de�ned in (6.1), ruv = �uv=(1� �2uv)1=2:

Lemma 16.1 For �xed �� and positive de�nite matrix 
; we have

(a) lim�0!�1 S�0(Y ) = S�1(Y );

(b) S�1(Y ) � N(� 1
�v
��; Ik);

(c) lim�0!�1 T�0(Y ) = T�1(Y ) = (Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y 
�1e1�(�(1��2
)1=2!1); where �
 := Corr(v1i; v2i);

(d) T�1(Y ) � N
�
� ruv
�v
��; Ik

�
;

(e) S�1(Y ) and T�1(Y ) are independent,

(f) lim�0!�1Q�0(Y ) = Q�1(Y ); and

(g) Q�1(Y ) has a noncentral Wishart distribution with means matrix ���( 1�v ;
ruv
�v
) 2 Rk�2;

identity variance matrix, and density given in (12.4).

Comment. The convergence results in Lemma 16.1 hold for all realizations of Y:
13The proof of Comment (v) to Theorem 5.1 is the same as that of Theorem 5.1(a) and (b) with [S�0(Y ); T�0(Y )]

and T�0(Y ) in place of Q�0(Y ) and QT;�0(Y ); respectively.
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. First, we prove part (a). We have

1(RLength(CS�(Y )) =1)

= 1(T (Q�0(Y )) � cv(QT;�0(Y )) 8�0 � K(Y ) for some K(Y ) <1)

= lim
�0!1

1(T (Q�0(Y )) � cv(QT;�0(Y ))); (16.2)

where the second equality holds provided the limit as �0 ! 1 on the right-hand side (rhs)

exists, the �rst equality holds by the de�nition of CS�(Y ) in (5.1)-(5.3) and the de�nition of

RLength(CS�(Q)) = 1 in (5.4), and the second equality holds because its rhs equals one (when

the rhs limit exists) i¤ T (Q�0(Y )) � cv(QT;�0(Y )) for 8�0 � K(Y ) for some K(Y ) <1; which is
the same as its left-hand side.

Now, we use the dominated convergence theorem to show

lim
�0!1

E��;�;
1(T (Q�0(Y )) � cv(QT;�0(Y )))

= E��;�;
 lim
�0!1

1(T (Q�0(Y )) � cv(QT;�0(Y ))): (16.3)

The dominated convergence theorem applies because (i) the indicator functions in (16.3) are domi-

nated by the constant function equal to one, which is integrable, and (ii) lim�0!1 1(T (Q�0(Y )) �
cv(QT;�0(Y )) exists a.s.[P��;�;
] and equals 1(T (Q1(Y )) � cv(QT;1(Y )) a.s.[P��;�;
]. The lat-

ter holds because the assumption that T (q) and cv(qT ) are continuous at positive de�nite (pd) q
and positive qT ; respectively, coupled with the result of Lemma 16.1(f) (that Q�0(Y ) ! Q1(Y )

as �0 ! 1 for all sample realizations of Y; where Q1(Y ) is de�ned in (16.1)), imply that (a)

lim�0!1 T (Q�0(Y )) = T (Q1(Y )) for all realizations of Y for which Q1(Y ) is pd, (b) lim�0!1

cv(QT;�0(Y )) = cv(QT;1(Y )) for all realizations of Y with QT;1(Y ) > 0; and hence (c) lim�0!1

1(T (Q�0(Y )) � cv(QT�0(Y )) = 1(T (Q1(Y )) � cv(QT;1(Y )) for all realizations of Y for which

T (Q1(Y )) 6= cv(QT;1(Y )): We have P��;�;
(T (Q1(Y )) = cv(QT;1(Y ))) = 0 by assumption, and

P��;�;
(Q1(Y ) is pd & QT;1(Y ) > 0) = 1 (because Q1(Y ) has a noncentral Wishart distribution

by Lemma 16.1(g)). Thus, condition (ii) above holds and the DCT applies.

Next, we have

1� lim
�0!1

P��;�0;�;
(�(Q) = 1)

= lim
�0!1

E��;�;
1(T (Q�0(Y )) � cv(QT;�0(Y )))

= E��;�;
 lim
�0!1

1(T (Q�0(Y )) � cv(QT;�0(Y )))

= P��;�;
(RLength(CS�(Y )) =1); (16.4)
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where the �rst equality holds because the distribution ofQ under P��;�0;�;
(�) equals the distribution
of Q�0(Y ) under P��;�;
(�) and �(Q) = 0 i¤ T (Q�0) � cv(QT ) by (5.2), the second equality holds

by (16.3), and the last equality holds by (16.2). Equation (16.4) establishes part (a).

The proof of part (b) is the same as that of part (a), but with LLength; 8�0 � �K(Y );
�0 ! �1; Q�1(Y ); and QT;�1(Y ) in place of RLength; 8�0 � K(Y ); �0 ! 1; Q1(Y ); and
QT;1(Y ); respectively.

The proof of part (c) uses the following: (i) Q1(Y ) and Q�1(Y ) only di¤er in the sign of their

o¤-diagonal elements by (16.1), (ii) T (Q1(Y )) does not depend on the sign of the o¤-diagonal
element of Q1(Y ) by assumption, and hence, (iii) 1(T (Q1(Y )) � cv(QT;1(Y )) = 1(T (Q�1(Y ))
� cv(QT;�1(Y )) for all sample realizations of Y: We have

1(RLength(CS�(Y )) =1 & LLength(CS�(Y )) =1)

= 1(T (Q�0(Y )) � cv(QT�0(Y )) 8�0 � K(Y ) & 8�0 � �K(Y ) for some K(Y ) <1)

= lim
�0!1

1(T (Q�0(Y )) � cv(QT;�0(Y )) & T (Q��0(Y )) � cv(QT;��0(Y )))

= 1(T (Q1(Y )) � cv(QT;1(Y )) & T (Q�1(Y )) � cv(QT;�1(Y )))

= 1(T (Q1(Y )) � cv(QT;1(Y ))

= lim
�0!1

1(T (Q�0(Y )) � cv(QT;�0(Y )) (16.5)

where the �rst two equalities hold for the same reasons as the equalities in (16.2), the third equality

holds a.s.[P��;�;
] by result (ii) that follows (16.3) and the same result with ��0 and �1 in place of

�0 and 1; respectively, the second last equality holds by condition (iii) immediately above (16.5),
and the last equality holds by result (ii) that follows (16.3).

Now, we have

P��;�;
(RLength(CS�(Y )) =1 & LLength(CS�(Y )) =1)

= E��;�;
 lim
�0!1

1(T (Q�0(Y )) � cv(QT;�0(Y )))

= 1� lim
�0!1

P��;�0;�;
(�(Q) = 1); (16.6)

where the �rst equality holds by (16.5) and the second equality holds by the �rst four lines of

(16.4). This establishes the equality in part (c) when �0 ! 1: The equality in part (c) when
�0 ! �1 holds because (16.5) and (16.6) hold with �0 ! 1 replaced by �0 ! �1 since the

indicator function on the rhs of the second equality in (16.5) depends on �0 only through j�0j: �

14



Proof of Lemma 16.1. Part (a) holds because

lim
�0!�1

S�0(Y ) = lim
�0!�1

(Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y b0 � (b00
b0)�1=2

= (Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y lim
�0!�1

0@ 1

��0

1A =(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)1=2

= (Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y e2(�1=�v); (16.7)

where e2 := (0; 1)0; the �rst equality holds by (2.3), the second equality holds because b0 :=

(1;��0)0; and the third equality holds using !2 = �v:

Next, we prove part (b). The statistic S�1(Y ) has a multivariate normal distribution because

it is a linear combination of multivariate normal random variables. The mean of S�1(Y ) is

ES�1(Y ) = (Z
0Z)�1=2Z 0Z[��� : �]e2 �

�1
�v

= (Z 0Z)1=2� � �1
�v

= �� �
�1
�v
; (16.8)

where the �rst equality holds using (2.2) with a = (��; 1)
0 and (16.1). The variance matrix of

S�1(Y ) is

V ar(S�1(Y )) = V ar((Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y e2)=�
2
v = V ar

 
nX
i=1

(Z 0Z)�1=2ZiY
0
i e2

!
=�2v

=
nX
i=1

V ar((Z 0Z)�1=2ZiY
0
i e2)=�

2
v =

nX
i=1

(Z 0Z)�1=2ZiZi(Z
0Z)�1=2e02
e2=�

2
v = Ik; (16.9)

where the third equality holds by independence across i and the last equality uses !22 = �2v: This

establishes part (b).

To prove part (c), we have

lim
�0!�1

T�0(Y ) = lim
�0!�1

(Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y 
�1a0 � (a00
�1a0)�1=2

= (Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y 
�1 lim
�0!�1

0@ �0

1

1A =(!11�20 + 2!
12�0 + !

22)1=2

= (Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y 
�1e1 � (�1=!11)1=2

= (Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y 
�1e1 � (�(!21!22 � !212)1=2=!2); (16.10)

where !11; !12; and !22 denote the (1; 1); (1; 2); and (2; 2) elements of 
�1; respectively, e1 := (1; 0)0;

the �rst equality holds by (2.3), the second equality holds because a0 := (�0; 1)
0; and the fourth
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equality holds by the formula for !11: In addition, we have

(!21!
2
2 � !212)1=2=!2 = (1� �2
)1=2!1 = (1� �2uv)1=2�u; (16.11)

where the �rst equality uses �
 := !12=(!1!2) and the second equality holds because !21!
2
2�!212 =

�2u�
2
v � �2uv by (15.3) and !2 = �v: Equations (16.10) and (16.11), combined with (16.1), establish

part (c).

Now, we prove part (d). Like S�1(Y ); T�1(Y ) has a multivariate normal distribution. The

mean of T�1(Y ) is

ET�1(Y ) = (Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Z[��� : �]

�1e1 � (�(1� �2uv)1=2�u)

= (Z 0Z)1=2�(��!
11 + !12) � (�(1� �2uv)1=2�u); (16.12)

where the equality holds using (2.2) with a = (��; 1)
0 and (16.1). In addition, we have

��!
11 + !12 =

��!
2
2 � !12

!21!
2
2 � !212

=
��uv

�2u�
2
v � �2uv

=
��uv

(1� �2uv)�u�v
; (16.13)

where the second equality uses !21!
2
2 � !212 = �2u�

2
v � �2uv by (15.3) and ��!

2
2 � !12 = ��uv by

(12.9) with � = ��: Combining (16.12) and (16.13) gives

ET�1(Y ) = �� �
��uv

�v(1� �2uv)1=2
= �� �

�ruv
�v

: (16.14)

The variance matrix of T�1(Y ) is

V ar(T�1(Y )) = V ar((Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y 
�1e1) � (1� �2uv)�2u

= V ar

 
nX
i=1

(Z 0Z)�1=2ZiY
0
i


�1e1

!
� (1� �2uv)�2u =

nX
i=1

V ar((Z 0Z)�1=2ZiY
0
i


�1e1) � (1� �2uv)�2u

=
nX
i=1

(Z 0Z)�1=2ZiZi(Z
0Z)�1=2e01


�1e1 � (1� �2uv)�2u = Ik
!22

!21!
2
2 � !212

� (1� �2uv)�2u

= Ik
�2v

�2u�
2
v � �2uv

� (1� �2uv)�2u = Ik;

where the �rst equality holds by (16.1), the third equality holds by independence across i; and the

second last equality uses !21!
2
2 � !212 = �2u�

2
v � �2uv by (15.3) and !22 = �2v:
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Part (e) holds because

Cov(S�1(Y ); T�1(Y )) = �
nX
i=1

Cov((Z 0Z)�1=2ZiY
0
i e2; (Z

0Z)�1=2ZiY
0
i


�1e1) � (1� �2uv)1=2�u=�v

=
nX
i=1

(Z 0Z)�1=2ZiZi(Z
0Z)�1=2e02



�1e1 � (1� �2uv)1=2�u=�v = 0k: (16.15)

Part (f) follows from parts (a) and (c) of the lemma and (5.1).

Part (g) holds by the de�nition of the noncentral Wishart distribution and parts (b), (d), and

(e) of the lemma. The density of Q�1(Y ) equals the density in (12.4) because the noncentral

Wishart density is invariant to a sign change in the means matrix. �

17 Proofs of Theorem 6.2, Corollary 6.3, and Theorem 6.4

The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 6.2. As above, let P��;�0;�;
(�) and
P�uv ;�v(�) denote probabilities under the alternative hypothesis densities fQ(q;��; �0; �;
) and
fQ(q; �uv; �v); which are de�ned in Section 12.1. See (12.2) and (12.4) for explicit expressions for

these noncentral Wishart densities.

Lemma 17.1 (a) lim�0!�1 P��;�0;�;
(POIS2(Q;��; �0; �) > �2;�0(QT )) = P�uv ;�v(POIS2(Q;1;
j�uvj; �v) > �2;1(QT ));

(b) lim�0!�1 P�2�;�0;�2;
(POIS2(Q;��; �0; �) > �2;�0(QT )) = P��uv ;�v(POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v)
> �2;1(QT ));

(c) P�uv ;�v(POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) > �2;1(QT )) = P��uv ;�v(POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) > �2;1(QT ));

(d) lim�0!�1 �2� = ��� + 2!12!22 = �� + 2
�u�uv
�v

; and

(e) lim�0!�1 �2 = �:

The reason that Q has the density fQ(q;��uv; �v) (de�ned in (12.4)) in the limit expression in
Lemma 17.1(b) can be seen clearly from the following lemma.

Lemma 17.2 For any �xed (��; �;
); lim�0!�1 fQ(q;�2�; �0; �2;
) = fQ(q;��uv; �v) for all 2�2
variance matrices q; where �2� and �2 satisfy (6.3) and �uv and �v are de�ned in (5.5) and (6.1),

respectively.
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Proof of Lemma 17.2. Given (��; ��); suppose the second point (��2; �
�
2) solves (14.1). In this

case, by Lemma 15.1(b) and (e), we have

lim
�0!�1

�
1=2
2 c�2�(�0;
) = lim

�0!�1
��1=2c��(�0;
) = ��

1=2=�v = ��1=2v and (17.1)

lim
�0!�1

�
1=2
2 d�2�(�0;
) = lim

�0!�1
�1=2d��(�0;
) = ��

1=2 �uv
�v(1� �2uv)1=2

= ��1=2v ruv:

Using (12.1), (12.4), and (17.1), we obtain

lim
�0!�1

�2(c
2
�2�
+ d2�2�) = �v(1 + r

2
uv) and

lim
�0!�1

�2��2�(q) := lim
�0!�1

�2(c
2
�2�
qS + 2c�2�d�2�qST + d

2
�2�
qT )

= �v(qS � 2ruvqST + r2uvqT )

=: �v�(q;��uv); (17.2)

On the other hand, given (��; ��); suppose the second point (��2; �
�
2) solves (14.3). In this case,

the minus sign on the rhs side of the �rst equality on the �rst line of (17.1) disappears, the quantity

on the rhs side of the last equality on the �rst line of (17.1) becomes ��1=2v ; a minus sign is added

to the rhs side of the �rst equality on the second line of (17.1), and the quantity on the rhs side of

the last equality on the second line of (17.1) becomes ��1=2v ruv: These changes leave �2c2�2� ; �2d
2
�2�
;

and �2c�2�d�2� unchanged from the case where (�
�
2; �

�
2) solves (14.1). Hence, (17.2) also holds when

(��2; �
�
2) solves (14.3).

Combining (17.2) with (12.2) (with (�2�; �2) in place of (��; �)) and (12.4) proves the result of

the lemma. �

Proof of Theorem 6.2. By Theorem 3 of AMS, for all (��; �0; �;
);

P��;�0;�;
(��0(Q) = 1) + P�2�;�0;�2;
(��0(Q) = 1) (17.3)

� P��;�0;�;
(POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) > �2;�0(QT )) + P�2�;�0;�2;
(POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) > �2;�0(QT )):

That is, the test on the rhs maximizes the two-point average power for testing � = �0 against

(��; �) and (�2�; �2) for �xed known 
:

Equation (17.3) and Lemma 17.1(a)-(c) establish the result of Theorem 6.2 by taking the

lim sup�0!�1 of the left-hand side and the lim inf�0!�1 of the rhs. �

The proof of Comment (iv) to Theorem 6.2 is the same as that of Theorem 6.2, but in place of

(17.3) it uses the inequality in Theorem 1 of Chernozhukov, Hansen, and Jansson (2009) i.e.,
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R
P��;�0;�;��=jj�� jj;
(��0(Q) = 1)dUnif(��=jj��jj) �

R
P��;�0;�;��=jj�� jj;
(POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) >

�2;�0(QT ))dUnif(��=jj��jj); plus the fact that the rhs expression equals P��;�0;�;
(POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) >
�2;�0(QT )) because the distribution of Q only depends on �� through � = �0���:

Proof of Lemma 17.1. To prove part (a), we write

P��;�0;�;
(POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) > �2;�0(QT ))

=

Z Z
1(POIS2(q;�0; ��; �) > �2;�0(qT ))�k(s� c����)�k(t� d����)dsdt; and

P�uv ;�v(POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) > �2;1(QT )) (17.4)

=

Z Z
1(POIS2(q;1; j�uvj; �v) > �2;1(qT ))�k(s� (�1=�v)��)�k(t� (�ruv=�v)��)dsdt;

where �k(x) for x 2 Rk denotes the density of k i.i.d. standard normal random variables, � = �0���;

s; t 2 Rk; q = [s : t]0[s : t]; qT = t0t; c�� = c��(�0;
); d�� = d��(�0;
); the � signs in the last line
are both + or both �; and the integral in the last line is the same whether both � signs are + or
� (by a change of variables calculation).

We have

lim
�0!�1

�k(s� c��(�0;
)��)�k(t�d��(�0;
)��) = �k(s� (�1=�v)��)�k(t� (�ruv=�v)��) (17.5)

for all s; t 2 Rk; by Lemma 15.1(b) and (e) and the smoothness of the standard normal density

function. By (6.4) and (12.5) and Lemma 15.1(b) and (e), we have

lim
�0!�1

POIS2(q;�0; ��; �) = POIS2(q;1; j�uvj; �v) (17.6)

for all for 2�2 variance matrices q; for given (��; �;
): In addition, we show below that lim�0!�1
�2;�0(qT ) = �2;1(qT ) for all qT � 0: Combining these results gives the following convergence result:

lim
�0!�1

1(POIS2(q;�0; ��; �) > �2;�0(qT )) � �k(s� c��(�0;
)��)�k(t� d��(�0;
)��)

= 1(POIS2(q;1; j�uvj; �v) > �2;1(qT )) � �k(s� (�1=�v)��)�k(t� (�ruv=�v)��) (17.7)

for all [s : t] for which POIS2(q;1; j�uvj; �v) > �2;1(qT ) or POIS2(q;1; j�uvj; �v) < �2;1(qT );

where [s : t]; q and (qS ; qST ; qT ) are functionally related by q = [s : t]0[s : t] and the de�nitions in

(12.2).

Given Lebesgue measure on the set of points (s0; t0)0 2 R2k; the induced measure on (qS ; qST ; qT )
= (s0s; s0t; t0t) 2 R3 is absolutely continuous with respect to (wrt) Lebesgue measure on R3 with
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positive density only for positive de�nite q: (This follows from change of variables calculations.

These calculations are analogous to those used to show that if [S : T ] has the multivariate normal

density �k(s�(�1=�v)��)�k(t�(�ruv=�v)��); then Q has the density fQ(q; �uv; �v); which, viewed
as a function of (qS ; qST ; qT ); is a density wrt Lebesgue measure on R3 that is positive only for posi-

tive de�nite q:) The Lebesgue measure of the set of (qS ; qST ; qT ) for which POIS2(q;1; j�uvj; �v) =
�2;1(qT ) is zero. (This holds because (i) the de�nition of POIS2(q;1; j�uvj; �v) in (6.4) implies that
the Lebesgue measure of the set of (qS ; qST ) for which POIS2(q;1; j�uvj; �v) = �2;1(qT ) is zero for

all qT � 0 and (ii) the Lebesgue measure of the set of (qS ; qST ; qT ) for which POIS2(q;1; j�uvj; �v)
= �2;1(qT ) is obtained by integrating the set in (i) over qT 2 R subject to the constraint that q

is positive de�nite.) In turn, this implies that the Lebesgue measure of the set of (s0; t0)0 for which

POIS2(q;1; j�uvj; �v) = �2;1(qT ) is zero. Hence, (17.7) veri�es the a.s. (wrt Lebesgue measure

on R2k) convergence condition required for the application of the DCT to obtain part (a) using

(17.4).

Next, to verify the dominating function requirement of the DCT, we need to show that

sup
�02R

j�k(s� c��(�0;
)��)�k(t� d��(�0;
)��)j (17.8)

is integrable wrt Lebesgue measure on R2k (since the indicator functions in (17.7) are bounded by

one). For any 0 < c <1 and m 2 R; we haveZ
sup
jmj�c

exp
�
�(x�m)2=2

�
dx = 2

Z 1

0
sup
jmj�c

exp
�
�x2=2 +mx�m2=2

�
dx

� 2

Z 1

0
exp

�
�x2=2 + cx

�
dx = 2

Z 1

0
exp

�
�(x� c)2=2 + c2=2

�
dx <1; (17.9)

where the �rst equality holds by symmetry. This result yields the integrability of the dominat-

ing function in (17.8) because �k(�) is a product of univariate standard normal densities and
sup�02R jc��(�0;
)j < 1 and sup�02R jd��(�0;
)j < 1 are �nite by Lemma 15.1(b) and (e) and

continuity of c��(�0;
) and d��(�0;
) in �0:

Hence, the DCT applies and it yields part (a).

It remains to show lim�0!�1 �2;�0(qT ) = �2;1(qT ) for all qT � 0: As noted above, lim�0!�1
POIS2(q;�0; ��; �) = POIS(q;1; j�uvj; �v) for all 2 � 2 variance matrices q: Hence,

1(POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) � x) ! 1(POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) � x) as �0 ! �1 for all x 2 R for

which POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) 6= x: We have PQ1jQT (POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) = xjqT ) = 0 for all

qT � 0 by the absolute continuity of POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) under PQ1jQT (�jqT ) (by the functional
form of POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) and the absolute continuity of Q1 under PQ1jQT (�jqT ); whose density
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is given in (12.3)). Thus, by the DCT, for all x 2 R;

lim
�0!�1

PQ1jQT (POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) � xjqT ) = PQ1jQT (POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) � xjqT ) and

POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �)!d POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj:�v) as �0 ! �1 under PQ1jQT (�jqT ): (17.10)

The second line of (17.10), coupled with the fact that POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) has a strictly
increasing distribution function at its 1 � � quantile under PQ1jQT (�jqT ) for all qT � 0 (which

is shown below), implies that the 1 � � quantile of POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) under PQ1jQT (�jqT ) (i.e.,
�2;�0(qT )) converges as �0 ! �1 to the 1� � quantile of POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) under PQ1jQT (�jqT )
(i.e., �2;1(qT )): This can be proved by contradiction. First, suppose � := lim supj!1 �2;j(qT ) �
�2;1(qT ) > 0 (where each j 2 R represents some value of �0 here). Then, there exists a subsequence
fmj : j � 1g of fj : j � 1g such that � = limj!1 �2;mj (qT )� �2;1(qT ): We have

� = lim
j!1

PQ1jQT (POIS2(Q;mj ; ��; �) > �2;mj (qT )jqT )

� lim
j!1

PQ1jQT (POIS2(Q;mj ; ��; �) > �2;1(qT ) + �=2jqT )

= PQ1jQT (POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) > �2;1(qT ) + �=2jqT )

< PQ1jQT (POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) > �2;1(qT )jqT )

= �; (17.11)

where the �rst equality holds by the de�nition of �2;�0(qT ); the �rst inequality holds by the ex-

pression above for �; the second equality holds by the �rst line of (17.10) with x = �2;1(qT ) + �=2;

the second inequality holds because � > 0 and the distribution function of POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v)
is strictly increasing at its 1 � � quantile �2;1(qT ) under PQ1jQT (�jqT ) for all qT � 0; and the

last equality holds by the de�nition of �2;1(qT ): Equation (17.11) is a contradiction, so � � 0:

An analogous argument shows that lim inf�0!1 �2;�0(qT ) � �2;1(qT ) < 0 does not hold. Hence,

lim�0!1 �2;�0(qT ) = �2;1(qT ): An analogous argument shows that lim inf�0!�1 �2;�0(qT ) =

�2;1(qT ):

It remains to show that the distribution function of POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) is strictly increas-
ing at its 1 � � quantile �2;1(qT ) under PQ1jQT (�jqT ) for all qT � 0: This holds because (i)

POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) is a nonrandom strictly increasing function of (�(Q; �uv); �(Q;��uv)) condi-
tional on T = t (speci�cally, POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) = CqT

P1
j=0[(�v�(Q; �uv))

j +(�v�(Q;��uv))j ]
=(4jj!�(� + j + 1)); where CqT is a constant that may depend on qT ; � := (k � 2)=2; and

�(�) is the gamma function, by (6.4) and (4.8) of AMS, which provides an expression for the
modi�ed Bessel function of the �rst kind I�(x)); (ii) �(Q; �uv) = (S + ruvT )

0(S + ruvT ) and
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�(Q;��uv) = (S � ruvT )
0(S � ruvT ) have the same noncentral �2k distribution conditional on

T = t (because [S : T ] has a multivariate normal distribution with means matrix given by (6.2)

and identity variance matrix), (iii) (�(Q; �uv); �(Q;��uv)) has a positive density on R2+ conditional
on T = t and also conditional on QT = qT (because the latter conditional density is the integral of

the former conditional density over t such that t0t = qT ); and hence, (iv) POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v)
has a positive density on R+ conditional on qT for all qT � 0: This completes the proof of part (a).

The proof of part (b) is the same as that of part (a), but with (i) �c�� and �1=�v in place of
c�� and �1=�v; respectively, in (17.4), (17.5), and (17.7), and (ii) �2 in place of �; where

�2 :=Me1;k; e1;k := (1; 0; :::; )
0 2 Rk; M :=

�1=2g(�0; ��;
)

(e01;kZ
0Ze1;k)1=2

;

g(�0; ��;
) :=
d�0 + 2r�0(�� � �0)

d�0
; and �2 := �0�2��2 : (17.12)

As de�ned, �2 satis�es (6.3) because

�2 := �0�2��2 = �02Z
0Z�2 =M2e01;kZ

0Ze1;k = �g2(�0; ��;
): (17.13)

In addition, �2 ! � as �0 ! �1 by (17.17) below. With the above changes, the proof of part (a)

establishes part (b).

Part (c) holds because the test statistic POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) and critical value �2;1(QT )
only depend on �uv and qST through j�uvj and jqST j; respectively, and the density fQ(q; �uv; �v)
of Q only depends on the sign of �uv through ruvqST : In consequence, a change of variables from

(qS ; qST ; qT ) to (qS ;�qST ; qT ) establishes the result of part (c).
To prove part (d), we have

d�0 = (a00

�1a0)

1=2 =
!22�

2
0 � 2!12�0 + !21
!21!

2
2 � !212

(a00

�1a0)

�1=2 and

r�0 = e01

�1a0(a

0
0


�1a0)
�1=2 =

!22�0 � !12
!21!

2
2 � !212

(a00

�1a0)

�1=2; (17.14)
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where the �rst equalities on lines one and two hold by (2.7) of AMS and (6.3), respectively. Next,

we have

�2� = �0 �
d�0(�� � �0)

d�0 + 2r�0(�� � �0)

=
d�0(2�0 � ��) + 2r�0(�� � �0)�0

d�0 + 2r�0(�� � �0)

=
(!22�

2
0 � 2!12�0 + !21)(2�0 � ��) + 2(!22�0 � !12)(���0 � �20)
(!22�

2
0 � 2!12�0 + !21) + 2(!22�0 � !12)(�� � �0)

=
�20(�!22�� � 4!12 + 2!22�� + 2!12) +O(�0)

�20(!
2
2 � 2!22) +O(�0)

=
(!22�� � 2!12) + o(1)

�!22 + o(1)

= ��� +
2!12
!22

+ o(1); (17.15)

where the third equality uses (17.14) and the two terms involving �30 in the numerator of the rhs

of the third equality cancel. Next, we have

� �� +
2!12
!22

=
2(!12 � !22��) + !22��

!22
=
2�uv + �

2
v��

�2v
= �� + 2

�uv
�2v

= �� + 2
�u�uv
�v

; (17.16)

where the second equality uses (12.9) with � = �� and !
2
2 = �2v:

Next, we prove part (e). We have

�
�2
�

�1=2
=

����d�0 + 2r�0(�� � �0)d�0

����
=

����!22�20 � 2!12�0 + !21 + 2(!22�0 � !12)(�� � �0)!22�
2
0 � 2!12�0 + !21

����
=

�����20(!22 � 2!22) + �0(�2!12 + 2!22�� + 2!12) + !21 � 2!12��!22�
2
0 � 2!12�0 + !21

����
= 1 + o(1); (17.17)

where the �rst equality holds by (6.3) and the second equality uses (17.14). �

Proof of Corollary 6.3. We have

(P��;�;
(RLength(CS�(Y )) =1) + P�2�;�2;
(RLength(CS�(Y )) =1))=2

= 1� lim
�0!1

[P��;�0;�;
(�(Q) = 1) + lim
�0!1

P�2�;�0;�2;
(�(Q) = 1)]=2

� P�uv ;�v(POIS2(Q;1; j�uvj; �v) > �2;1(QT )); (17.18)
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where the equality holds by Theorem 5.1(a) with (��; �) and (�2�; �2�); P��;�;
(�) is equivalent to
P��;�;
(�); which appears in Theorem 5.1(a) (because events determined by CS�(Y ) only depend

on � through �; since CS�(Y ) is based on rotation-invariant tests), and the inequality holds by

Theorem 6.2(a). This establishes the �rst result of part (a).

The second result of part (a) holds by the same calculations as in (17.18), but with LLength

and �0 ! �1 in place of RLength and �0 ! 1; respectively, using Theorem 5.1(b) in place of

Theorem 5.1(a).

Part (b) holds by combining Theorem 5.1(c) and Theorem 6.2 because, as noted in Comment

(iii) to Theorem 6.2, the lim sup on the left-hand side in Theorem 6.2 is the average of two equal

quantities. �

Next, we prove Comment (ii) to Corollary 6.3. The proof is the same as that of Corollary 6.3,

but usingZ
P��;�;��=jj�� jj;
(RLength(CS�(Y )) =1)dUnif(��=jj��jj) = 1� lim

�0!1
P��;�0;�;
(�(Q) = 1)

(17.19)

and likewise with (�2�; �2) in place of (��; �) in place of the �rst equality in (17.18). The proof

of (17.19) is the same as the proof of Theorem 5.1(a) but with Q�0(Y ) and QT;�0(Y ) replaced

by [S�0(Y ); T�0(Y )]; and T�0(Y ); respectively, throughout the proof, with E��;�;
(�) replaced byR
E��;�;��=jj�� jj;
(�)dUniform(��=jj��jj) in (16.3), and using Lemma 16.1(a) and (c) in place of

Lemma 16.1(f) when verifying the limit property (ii) needed for the dominated convergence theorem

following (16.3).

Proof of Theorem 6.4. The proof is quite similar to, but much simpler than, the proof of part

(a) of Lemma 17.1 with POIS2(q;�0; ��; �) > �2;�0(qT ) in (17.4) replaced by qS > �2k;1��=k for

the AR test, q2ST =qT > �21;1�� for the LM test, and qS � qT + ((qS � qT )2 + 4q2ST )1=2 > 2�LR;�(qT )
for the CLR test. The proof is much simpler because for the latter three tests neither the test

statistics nor the critical values depend on �0: The parameter �0; for which the limit as �0 ! �1
is being considered, only enters through the multivariate normal densities in (17.4). The limits

of these densities and an integrable dominating function for them have already been provided

in the proof of Lemma 17.1(a). The indicator function that appears in (17.7) is bounded by one

regardless of which test appears in the indicator function. In addition, P��;�uv ;�v(AR = �2k;1��) = 0

and P��;�uv ;�v(LM = �21;1��) = 0 because the AR statistic has a noncentral �
2
k distribution with

noncentrality parameter �v under P��;�uv ;�v (since S � N(��=�v; Ik) by Lemma 6.1 and (6.2))

and the conditional distribution of the LM statistic given T under P��;�uv ;�v is a noncentral �
2
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distribution.

Next, we show P��;�uv ;�v(LR = �LR;�(QT )) = 0: Let J = AR � LM: Then, 2LR = J + LM �
QT + ((J + LM � QT )

2 + 4LM � QT )1=2: We can write Q = [S : T ]0[S : T ]; where [S : T ] has a

multivariate normal distribution with means matrix given by (6.2) and identity variance matrix. As

shown below, conditional on T = t; LM and J have independent noncentral �2 distributions with 1

and k� 1 degrees of freedom, respectively. This implies that (i) the distribution of LR conditional
on T = t is absolutely continuous, (ii) P��;�uv ;�v(LR = �LR;�(QT )jT = t) = 0 for all t 2 Rk; and (iii)
P��;�uv ;�v(LR = �LR;�(QT )) = 0: It remains to show that conditional on QT = qT ; LM and J have

independent noncentral �2 distributions. We can write LM = S0PTS and J = S0(Ik�PT )S; where
PT := T (T 0T )�1T 0 and S has a multivariate normal with identity variance matrix. This implies

that PTS and (Ik � PT )S are independent conditional on T = t and LM and J have independent

noncentral �2 distributions conditional on T = t for all t 2 Rk: This completes the proof. �

18 Proof of Theorem 8.1

The proof of Theorem 8.1(a) uses the following lemma.

Lemma 18.1 Suppose b1x = 1 + �x=x and b2x = 1 � �x=x; where �x ! �1 6= 0 as x ! 1;
Kj1x = (bjxx)

� for some � 2 R for j = 1; 2; and Kj2x ! K1 2 (0;1) as x ! 1 for j = 1; 2:

Then, (a) as x!1;

log
�
K11xK12xe

b1xx +K21xK22xe
b2xx
�
� x� � log x� logK1

! �1 + log
�
1 + e�2�1

�
and

(b) the function s(y) := y + log
�
1 + e�2y

�
for y 2 R is in�nitely di¤erentiable, symmetric about

zero, strictly increasing for y > 0; and hence, strictly increasing in jyj for jyj > 0:

Proof of Lemma 18.1. Part (a) holds by the following:

log
�
K11xK12xe

b1xx +K21xK22xe
b2xx
�
� x� � log x� logK1

= log

�
K11xK12xe

b1xx

�
1 +

K21xK22x

K11xK12x
e(b2x�b1x)x

��
� x� � log x� logK1

= b1xx+ logK11x + log(K12x=K1) + log

�
1 +

K21xK22x

K11xK12x
e(b2x�b1x)x

�
� x� � log x

= �x + � log(b1x) + log(K12x=K1) + log

�
1 +

K21xK22x

K11xK12x
e�2�x

�
! �1 + log

�
1 + e�2�1

�
; (18.1)
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where the third equality uses b1xx � x = �x; logK11x = � log(b1xx) = � log(b1x) + � log(x); and

b2x � b1x = �2�x=x; and the convergence uses log(b1x) = log(1 + o(1)) ! 0; K12x=K1 ! 1;

K21x=K11x = (b2x=b1x)
� = 1 + o(1); and K22x=K12x ! 1:

The function s(y) is in�nitely di¤erentiable because log(x) and e�2y are. The function s(y) is

symmetric about zero because

y + log
�
1 + e�2y

�
= �y + log

�
1 + e2y

�
, 2y = log

�
1 + e2y

�
� log

�
1 + e�2y

�
= log

�
1 + e2y

1 + e�2y

�
= log(e2y) = 2y: (18.2)

The function s(y) is strictly increasing for y > 0 because

d

dy
s(y) = 1� 2e�2y

1 + e�2y
=
1� e�2y
1 + e�2y

=
e2y � 1
e2y + 1

; (18.3)

which is positive for y > 0: We have s(y) = s(jyj) because s(y) is symmetric about zero, and
(d=djyj)s(jyj) > 0 for jyj > 0 by (18.3). Hence, s(y) is strictly increasing in jyj for jyj > 0: �

Proof of Theorem 8.1. Without loss in generality, we prove the results for the case where

sgn(d��) is the same for all terms in the sequence as �d
2
��
! 1: Given (2.3), without loss of

generality, we can suppose that

S = c���� + ZS and T = d���� + ZT ; (18.4)

where ZS and ZT are independent N(0k; Ik) random vectors.

We prove part (c) �rst. The distribution of Q depends on �� only through �: In consequence,

without loss of generality, we can assume that � := ��=�
1=2 2 Rk does not vary as �d2�� and

�1=2c�� vary. The following establishes the a.s. convergence of the one-sided LM test statistic: as
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�d2�� !1 and �1=2c�� ! c1;

QST

Q
1=2
T

=
(c���� + ZS)

0(d���� + ZT )

((d���� + ZT )
0(d���� + ZT ))

1=2

=
(c���� + ZS)

0(d���� + ZT )

(d2��
�)1=2(1 + oa:s:(1))

=
(c����=�

1=2 + ZS=�
1=2)0(sgn(d��)�� +Oa:s:(1=jd�� j)
(1 + oa:s:(1))

=

 
sgn(d��)�

0ZS + sgn(d��)�
1=2c�� +Oa:s:

 
(�c2��)

1=2

(�d2��
)1=2

!
+Oa:s:

 
1

(�d2��
)1=2

!!
�(1 + oa:s:(1))

!a:s: sgn(d��)�
0ZS + sgn(d��)c1

= : LM11 � N(sgn(d��)c1; 1); (18.5)

where the �rst equality holds by (3.1) and (18.4), the second equality holds using d���� + ZT =

(�d2��)
1=2(d����=(�d

2
��
)1=2 + oa:s:(1)) since �d2�� ! 1; the convergence holds because �d2�� ! 1

and �1=2c�� ! c1; and the limit random variable LM11 has a N(sgn(d��)c1; 1) distribution

because sgn(d��)�
0ZS � N(0; 1) (since ZS � N(0k; Ik) and jj�jj = 1):

The a.s. convergence in (18.5) implies convergence in distribution by the dominated convergence

theorem applied to 1(QST =Q
1=2
T � y) for any �xed y 2 R: In consequence, we have

P (LM > �21;1��) = P ((QST =Q
1=2
T )2 > �21;1��)! P (LM2

11 > �21;1��) = P (�21(c
2
1) > �21;1��)

(18.6)

as �d2�� !1 and �1=2c�� ! c1; which establishes part (c).

To prove Theorem 8.1(a), we apply Lemma 18.1 to a realization of the random vectors ZS and

ZT with

x := (�d2��QT )
1=2;

b1xx := (����(Q;�0;
))
1=2 := �1=2(c2��QS + 2c��d��QST + d

2
��
QT )

1=2;

b2xx := �1=2(c2��QS � 2c��d��QST + d
2
��
QT )

1=2;

K11x := (b1xx)
�(k�1)=2;

K12x :=
(b1xx)

1=2I(k�2)=2(b1xx)

eb1xx

K21x := (b2xx)
�(k�1)=2; and

K22x :=
(b2xx)

1=2I(k�2)=2(b2xx)

eb2xx
; (18.7)
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Thus, we take � := �(k � 1)=2:
We have

QT = (d���� + ZT )
0(d���� + ZT ) = �d2��(1 + oa:s:(1)): (18.8)

This implies that x = (�d2��)(1 + oa:s:(1)): Thus, x!1 a.s. since �d2�� !1 by assumption.

The conditions �d2�� ! 1 and �1=2c�� ! c1 2 R imply that b1xx ! 1 and b2xx ! 1
as x ! 1: In consequence, by the properties of the modi�ed Bessel function of the �rst kind,
I(k�2)=2(x) for x large, e.g., see Lebedev (1965, p. 136),

lim
b1xx!1

K12x = 1=(2�)
1=2 and lim

b2xx!1
K22x = 1=(2�)

1=2: (18.9)

Hence, the assumptions of Lemma 18.1 on Kj2x for j = 1; 2 hold with K1 = 1=(2�)1=2:

Next, we have

b1x = (�c2��QS + 2�c��d��QST + �d
2
��
QT )

1=2=x

=

 
1 +

2�c��d��QST

(�d2��
QT )1=2x

+
�c2��QS

x2

!1=2

=

 
1 +

2�1=2c��sgn(d��)

x

QST

Q
1=2
T

+
�c2��QS

x2

!1=2

= 1 + (1 + oa:s:(1))
�1=2

 
2�1=2c��sgn(d��)

x

QST

Q
1=2
T

+
�c2��QS

x2

!
; (18.10)

where the fourth equality holds by the mean value theorem because �1=2c�� = O(1); x ! 1 a.s.,

and QST =Q
1=2
T = O(1) a.s. (by (18.5)) imply that the term in parentheses on the last line of (18.10)

is oa:s:(1):

From (18.10), we have

�x = (1 + oa:s:(1))
�1=2

 
2�1=2c��sgn(d��)

QST

Q
1=2
T

+
�c2��QS

x

!
! 2c1sgn(d��)LM11 =: �1 a.s. (18.11)

using (18.5). This veri�es the convergence condition of Lemma 18.1 on �x with �1 6= 0 a.s. (by

the absolute continuity of ZS): Hence, Lemma 18.1 applies with x; b1x; ::: as in (18.7).
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Let ��� abbreviate ���(Q;�0;
) = c2��QS+2c��d��QST+d
2
��
QT : Let ��2� = c2��QS�2c��d��QST

+ d2��QT : So, b1xx = (����)
1=2 and b2xx = (���2�)

1=2: Let

�(��; �;QT ) := �(�d2��QT )
1=2 +

k � 1
2

log((�d2��QT )
1=2)� logK1

= �x� � log x� logK1; (18.12)

where the equality holds using the de�nitions in (18.7) and K1 = 1=(2�)1=2 by (18.9).

Given the de�nitions of POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) and x; b1x; ; ::: in (12.5) and (18.7), respectively,

Lemma 18.1(a) gives

log(POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �)) + log(2 2(QT ;�0; ��; �)) + �(��; �;QT )

= log
�
(����)

�(k�2)=4I(k�2)=2((����)
1=2) + (���2�)

�(k�2)=4I(k�2)=2((���2�)
1=2)

�
+ �(��; �;QT )

= log

 
(����)

�(k�1)=4 (����)
1=4I(k�2)=2((����)

1=2)

e(���� )
1=2

e(���� )
1=2

+(���2�)
�(k�1)=4 (���2�)

1=4I(k�2)=2((���2�)
1=2)

e(���2� )
1=2

e(���2� )
1=2

!
+ �(��; �;QT )

= log
�
K11xK12xe

b1xx +K21xK22xe
b2xx
�
� x� � log x� logK1

!a:s: �1 + log
�
1 + e�2�1

�
= s(�1)

= s(2c1jLM11j); (18.13)

where  2(QT ;�0; ��; �) is de�ned in (12.5), LM
2
11 � �21(c

2
1) is de�ned in (18.5), the �rst equality

holds by the de�nition of POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) in (12.5), the third equality uses the de�nitions in

(18.7) and (18.12), the convergence holds by Lemma 18.1(a), the second last equality holds by the

de�nition of s(y) in Lemma 18.1(b), and the last equality holds because �1 := 2c1sgn(d��)LM11;

see (18.11), and s(y) is symmetric around zero by Lemma 18.1(b).

Equation (18.13) and the dominated convergence theorem (applied to 1(log(POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �))

+ log(2 2(QT ;�0; ��; �)) + �(��; �;QT ) � w) for any w 2 R) give

log(POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �)) + log(2 2(QT ;�0; ��; �)) + �(��; �;QT )!d s(�1) = s(2c1jLM11j):
(18.14)

Now we consider the behavior of the critical value function for the POIS2 test, �2;�0(qT );

where qT denotes a realization of QT : We are interested in the power of the POIS2 test. So,

we are interested in the behavior of �2;�0(qT ) for qT sequences as �d
2
��
! 1 and �1=2c�� ! c1
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that are generated when the true parameters are (��; �): This behavior is given in (18.8) to be

qT = �d2��(1 + o(1)) a.s. under (��; �):

Up to this point in the proof, the parameters (��; �) have played a duel role. First, they denote

the parameter values against which the POIS2 test is designed to have optimal two-sided power

and, hence, determine the form of the POIS2 test statistic. Second, they denote the true values

of � and � (because we are interested in the power of the POIS2 test when the (��; �) values for

which it is designed are the true values). Here, where we discuss the behavior of the critical value

function �2;�0(�); (��; �) only play the former role. The true value of � is �0 and the true value of
� we denote by �0: The function �2;�0(�) depends on (��; �) because the POIS2 test statistic does,
but the null distribution that determines �2;�0(�) does not depend on (��; �): In spite of this, the
values qT which are of interest to us, do depend on (��; �) as noted in the previous paragraph.

The function �2;�0(�) is de�ned in (12.6). Its de�nition depends on the conditional null distribu-
tion of Q1 given QT = qT whose density fQ1jQT (�jqT ) is given in (12.3). This density depends on k;
but not on any other parameters, such as �0; �0 = �0�0��0 ; or 
: In consequence, for the purposes

of determining the properties of �2;�0(�) we can suppose that �0 = 0; ��0 = 1
k=jj1kjj; �0 = 1; and


 = I2: In this case,

S = ZS � N(0k; Ik); T = ��0 + ZT � N(��0 ; Ik); (18.15)

and S and T are independent (using d�0(�0;
) = b00
b0(b
0
0
b0)

�1=2 det(
)�1=2 = 1 since b0 =

(1; �0)
0 = (1; 0)0):

We now show that �2;�0(qT ) satis�es

log(�2;�0(qT )) + log(2 2(qT ;�0; ��; �)) + �(��; �; qT )! s(2jc1j(�21;1��)1=2) as qT !1 (18.16)

for any sequence of constants qT = �d2��(1 + o(1)) as �d
2
��
!1:

Suppose random variables fWm : m � 1g and W satisfy: (i) Wm !d W as m ! 1; (ii)
W has a continuous and strictly increasing distribution function at its 1 � � quantile �1; and

(iii) P (Wm > �m) = � for all m � 1 for some constants f�m : m � 1g: Then, �m ! �1:

This holds because if lim supm!1 �m > �1; then there is a subsequence fvmg of fmg such that
limm!1 �vm = �1+ > �1 and � = P (Wvm > �vm)! P (W > �1+) < P (W > �1) = �; which is

a contradiction, and likewise lim infm!1 �m < �1 leads to a contradiction.

We apply the result in the previous paragraph with (a) fWm : m � 1g given by log(POIS2(Q;�0;
��; �)) + log(2 2(qT ;�0; ��; �)) + �(��; �; qT ) under the null hypothesis and conditional on T = t

with t = 1kq
1=2
T =k1=2 for some sequence of constants qT = �d2��(1 + o(1)) ! 1 as �d2�� !
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1; (b) W = s(2c1jS01k=k1=2j); where S01k=k1=2 � N(0; 1); (c) �m equal to log(�2;�0(qT )) +

log(2 2(qT ;�0; ��; �)) + �(��; �; qT ); and (d) �1 = s(2jc1j(�21;1��)1=2):
We need to show conditions (i)-(iii) above hold. Condition (ii) holds straightforwardly for W

as in (b) given the normal distribution of S; the functional form of s(y); and c1 6= 0:
By de�nition of �2;�0(qT ); under the null hypothesis, PQ1jQT (POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) > �2;�0(qT )

jqT ) = � for all qT � 0; see (12.6). This implies that the invariant POIS2 test is similar. In turn,
this implies that under the null hypothesis P (POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) > �2;�0(qT )jT = t) = � for all

t 2 Rk because Theorem 1 of Moreira (2009) shows that any invariant similar test has null rejection
probability � conditional on T: This veri�es condition (iii) because the log function is monotone

and the last two summands of Wm and �m de�ned in (a) and (c) above cancel.

Next, we show that condition (i) holds. Given (18.15) and t = 1kq1=2T =k1=2; under the null and

conditional on T = t; we have

QST

Q
1=2
T

=
S0t

(t0t)1=2
= S01k=k1=2 � �21; (18.17)

which does not depend on �d2�� or �
1=2c�� : Hence, in place of the a.s. convergence result for

QST =Q
1=2
T as �d2�� !1 and �1=2c��!c1 in (18.5), which applies under the alternative hypothesis

with true parameters (��; �); we have QST =Q
1=2
T = S01k=k1=2 under the null hypothesis for all �d2��

and �1=2c�� : Using this in place of (18.5), the unconditional a.s. convergence result in (18.13),

established in (18.7)-(18.13), goes through as a conditional on T = t a.s. result without any further

changes. In consequence, the convergence in distribution result in (18.14) also holds conditional on

T = t a.s., but with s(2c1jS01k=k1=2j) in place of s(2c1jLM11j): This veri�es condition (i).
Given that conditions (i)-(iii) hold, we obtain �m ! �1 as �d2�� ! 1 for �m and �1 de�ned

in (c) and (d), respectively, above. This establishes (18.16).

Given (18.16), we have

P��;�0;�;
(POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �) > �2;�0(QT ))

= P��;�0;�;
(log(POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �)) + log(2 2(QT ;�0; ��; �)) + �(��; �;QT )

> log(�2;�0(QT )) + log(2 2(QT ;�0; ��; �)) + �(��; �;QT ))

!d P (s(2c1jLM11j) > s(2c1j�21;1��j))

= P (LM2
11 > �21;1��)

= P (�21(c
2
1) > �21;1��); (18.18)
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where the second last equality uses the fact that s(y) is symmetric and strictly increasing for y > 0

by Lemma 18.1(b). Equation (18.18) establishes part (a) of the theorem.

Now we establish part (b) of the theorem. Let

J := S0MTS; (18.19)

where MT := Ik � PT and PT := T (T 0T )�1T 0: It follows from (3.3) that

LM = S0PTS and QS = LM + J: (18.20)

By (18.8), QT = �d2��(1 + oa:s:(1)) ! 1 a.s. as �d2�� ! 1 when the true parameters are (��; �):

By (18.20) and some algebra, we have (QS �QT )2+4LM �QT = (LM � J +QT )2+4LM � J: This
and the de�nition of LR in (3.3) give

LR =
1

2

�
LM + J �QT +

p
(LM � J +QT )2 + 4LM � J

�
: (18.21)

Using a mean-value expansion of the square-root expression in (18.21) about (LM � J +QT )2; we
have p

(LM � J +QT )2 + 4LM � J = LM � J +QT + (2
p
�)�14LM � J (18.22)

for an intermediate value � between (LM � J +QT )
2 and (LM � J +QT )

2 + 4LM � J: It follows
that

LR = LM + o(1) a.s. (18.23)

because QT ! 1 a.s., LM = O(1) a.s., and J = O(1) a.s. as �d2�� ! 1 and �1=2c�� ! c1 2 R;
which imply that (

p
�)�1 = o(1) a.s. These properties of LM and J hold because LM = S0PTS �

S0S; J = S0MTS � S0S; and, using (18.4), we have S0S = (c���� + ZS)
0(c���� + ZS) = O(1) a.s.

because jjc����jj
2 = �c2�� = O(1) by assumption.

The critical value function for the CLR test, �LR;�(�); depends only on k and �; see Lemma
3(c) and (3.5) in AMS. It is well known in the literature that �LR;�(�) satis�es �LR;�(qT )! �21;1��

as qT !1; e.g., see Moreira (2003, Proposition 1). Hence, we have

P��;�0;�;
(LR > �LR;�(QT )) = P��;�0;�;
(LM + oa:s:(1) > �21;1�� + oa:s:(1))

= P��;�0;�;
(LM + op(1) > �21;1��)! P (�21(c
2
1) > �21;1��) (18.24)
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as �d2�� ! 1 and �1=2c�� ! c1; where the �rst equality holds by (18.23), QT ! 1 a.s. by

(18.8), and limqT!1 �LR;�(qT ) = �21;1�� and the convergence holds by part (c) of the theorem.

This establishes part (b) of the theorem. �

Proof of Theorem 8.2. First, we establish part (a)(i) of the theorem. By (12.8) with � = ��

and � = ��; we have


(��;��) =

24 !21 !12

!12 !22

35 =
24 �2u + 2�uv�� + �

2
v�
2
� �uv + �

2
v��

�uv + �
2
v�� �2v

35 : (18.25)

Using this, we obtain, as �uv ! �1;

c�� = c��(�0;
(��;��)) = (�� � �0)(!21 � 2�0!12 + !22�20)�1=2

= (�� � �0)(�2u + 2�uv�� + �2v�2� � 2�0(�uv + �2v��) + �2v�20)�1=2

= (�� � �0)(�2u + 2(�� � �0)�u�v�uv + (�� � �0)2�2v)�1=2

! (�� � �0)(�2u � 2(�� � �0)�u�v + (�� � �0)2�2v)�1=2

= (�� � �0)=j�u � (�� � �0)�vj; (18.26)

where the second equality uses (2.3), the convergence only holds if �u � (�� � �0)�v 6= 0; and the
fourth equality uses �uv = �u�v�uv: This proves part (a)(i).

To prove part (a)(ii), we have

d�� = d��(�0;
(��;��)) = b0�
b0(b
0
0
b0)

�1=2 det(
)�1=2 (18.27)

= (!21 � !12(�0 + ��) + !22�0��) � (!21 � 2�0!12 + !22�20)�1=2 � (!21!22 � !212)�1=2;

where the second equality holds by (2.3). The second multiplicand on the rhs of (18.27) converges

to j�u � (�� � �0)�vj�1 provided �u � (�� � �0)�v 6= 0 by the calculations in (18.26).
The �rst multiplicand on the rhs of (18.27) satis�es, as �uv ! �1;

!21 � !12(�0 + ��) + !22�0��

= �2u + 2�uv�� + �
2
v�
2
� � (�uv + �2v��)(�0 + ��) + �2v�0��

= �2u + �u�v�uv(�� � �0)

! �u(�u � �v(�� � �0)); (18.28)
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where the �rst equality uses (18.25) and the second equality holds by simple algebra and �uv =

�u�v�uv:

The reciprocal of the square of the third multiplicand on the rhs of (18.27) satis�es, as �uv ! �1;

!21!
2
2 � !212 = (�2u + 2�u�v�uv�� + �

2
v�
2
�)�

2
v � (�u�v�uv + �2v��)2

! (�2u � 2�u�v�� + �2v�2�)�2v � (��u�v + �2v��)2

= (�u � �v��)2�2v � (��u + �v��)2�2v

= 0; (18.29)

where the �rst equality holds by (18.25) and �uv = �u�v�uv:

Combining (18.27)-(18.29) and � > 0 proves part (a)(ii).

Next, we establish part (b) of the theorem. Using the de�nition of c�(�0;
) in (2.3), we have

lim
�
!�1

c��(�0;
) = lim
�
!�1

(�� � �0)(b00
b0)�1=2

= lim
�
!�1

(�� � �0)(!21 � 2�0!1!2�
 + !22�20)�1=2

= (�� � �0)=j!1 � !2�0j; (18.30)

where the third equality holds provided !1�!2�0 6= 0: This establishes part (b)(i) of the theorem.
Using the de�nition of d�(�0;
) in (2.3) and b� := (1; ��)

0; we have

lim
�
!�1

d��(�0;
) = lim
�
!�1

b0�
b0(b
0
0
b0)

�1=2 det(
)�1=2

= lim
�
!�1

(!21 � !1!2�
(�0 + ��) + !22�0��) � (!21 � 2�0!1!2�
 + !22�20)�1=2

�(!21!22 � !21!22�2
)�1=2

= (!1 � !2�0)(!1 � !2��) �
1

j!1 � !2�0j
� 1

!1!2
� lim
�
!�1

1

(1� �2
)1=2
= sgn((!1 � !2�0)(!1 � !2��)) � 1; (18.31)

where the third and fourth equalities hold provided !1 � !2�0 6= 0 and !1 � !2�� 6= 0: This and
� > 0 establish part (b)(ii) of the theorem.

Part (c)(i) is proved as follows:

c�� =
�� � �0

(�2u + 2(�� � �0)�u�v�uv + (�� � �0)2�2v)1=2
! � 1

�v
as (�uv; �0)! (1;�1); (18.32)

where the �rst equality holds by (18.26) and the convergence holds by considering only the dominant

�0 terms. The same result holds as (�uv; �0)! (1;�1) because �uv enters the middle expression
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in (18.32) only through a term that does not a¤ect the limit.

Part (c)(ii) is proved using the expression for d�� in (18.27). By (18.29), the third multiplicand

in (18.27), which does not depend on �0; diverges to in�nity when �uv ! 1 or �1: The product of
the �rst two multiplicands on the rhs of (18.27) equals

!21 � !12(�0 + ��) + !22�0��
(!21 � 2�0!12 + !22�20)1=2

=
�2u + �u�v�uv(�� � �0)

(�2u + 2(�� � �0)�u�v�uv + (�� � �0)2�2v)1=2

! ��u�v
�v

= ��u as (�uv; �0)! (1;�1); (18.33)

where the equality uses the calculations in the �rst three lines of (18.26) and (18.28) and the

convergence holds by considering only the dominant �0 terms. When (�uv; �0) ! (�1;�1); the
limit in (18.33) is ��u because �uv enters multiplicatively in the dominant �0 term in the numerator.
In both cases, the product of the �rst two multiplicands on the rhs of (18.27) converges to a non-

zero constant and the third multiplicand diverges to in�nity. Hence, d�� diverges to +1 or �1
and �d2�� !1 since � > 0; which completes the proof.

Part (d)(i) holds because

c�� =
�� � �0

(!21 � 2�0!1!2�
 + !22�20)1=2
! � 1

!2
as (�
; �0)! (1;�1); (18.34)

where the equality uses (18.30). The same convergence holds as (�
; �0) ! (1;�1) because �uv
enters the middle expression in (18.34) only through a term that does not a¤ect the limit.

Part (d)(ii) is proved using the expression for d�� in (18.31):

d�� =
(!21 � !1!2�
(�0 + ��) + !22�0��)
(!21 � 2�0!1!2�
 + !22�20)1=2

� (!21!22 � !21!22�2
)�1=2;

(!21 � !1!2�
(�0 + ��) + !22�0��)
(!21 � 2�0!1!2�
 + !22�20)1=2

! �(!22�� � !1!2)
!2

= �(!1 � !2��); and

(!21!
2
2 � !21!22�2
)�1=2 !1 as (�
; �0)! (1;�1): (18.35)

Hence, �d2�� !1 as (�
; �0)! (1;�1) provided !1�!2�� 6= 0:When (�
; �0)! (�1;�1); the
limit in the second line of (18.35) is �(!22�� + !1!2)=!2 = �(!1 + !2��) and, hence, �d

2
��
! 1

provided !1 + !2�� 6= 0; which completes the proof. �
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19 Proofs of Theorem 13.1 and Lemmas 14.1 and 14.2

Proof of Theorem 13.1. By Cor. 2 and Comment 2 to Cor. 2 of Andrews, Moreira, and Stock

(2004), for all (��; �0; �;
);

P��;�0;�;
(��0(Q) = 1) � P��;�0;�;
(POIS(Q;�0; ��) > ��0(QT )): (19.1)

That is, the test on the rhs is the (one-sided) POIS test for testing H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = ��

for �xed known 
 and any � � 0 under H1:
We use the dominated convergence theorem (DCT) to show

lim
�0!�1

P��;�0;�;
(POIS(Q;�0; ��) > ��0(QT )) = P�uv ;�v(POIS(Q;1; �uv) > �1(QT )): (19.2)

Equations (19.1) and (19.2) imply that the result of Theorem 13.1 holds.

By (13.2), (13.5), and Lemma 15.1(b) and (e),

lim
�0!�1

POIS(q;�0; ��) = POIS(q;1; �uv) (19.3)

for all 2� 2 variance matrices q; for given (��; �;
):
The proof of (19.2) is the same as the proof of Lemma 17.1(a), but with POIS(Q;�0; ��);

��0(QT ); POIS(Q;1; �uv); and �1(QT ) in place of POIS2(Q;�0; ��; �); �2;�0(QT ); POIS2(Q;1;
j�uvj; �v); and �2;1(QT ); respectively, using (19.3) in place of (17.6), and using the results (estab-
lished below) that (i) the Lebesgue measure of the set of (qS ; qST ; qT ) for which POIS(q;1; �uv) =
�1(qT ) is zero, (ii) PQ1jQT (POIS(Q;1; �uv) = xjqT ) = 0 for all qT � 0; and (iii) the distribution
function of POIS(Q;1; �uv) is strictly increasing at its 1� � quantile �1(qT ) under PQ1jQT (�jqT )
for all qT � 0:

Condition (i) holds because (a) POIS(q;1; �uv) = qS + 2ruvqST (see (13.5)) implies that the

Lebesgue measure of the set of (qS ; qST ) for which qS +2ruvqST = �1(qT ) is zero for all qT and (b)

the Lebesgue measure of the set of (qS ; qST ; qT ) for which qS + 2ruvqST = �1(qT ) is obtained by

integrating the set in (a) over qT 2 R subject to the constraint that q is positive de�nite.

Condition (ii) holds by the absolute continuity of POIS(Q;1; �uv) under PQ1jQT (�jqT ) (by the
functional form of POIS(Q;1; �uv) and the absolute continuity of Q1 under PQ1jQT (�jqT ); whose
density is given in (12.3)).

Condition (iii) holds because we can write POIS(Q;1; �uv) = S0S+2ruvS0T = (S+ruvT )0(S+

ruvT )� r2uvT
0T; where [S : T ] has a multivariate normal distribution with means matrix given by

(6.2) and identity variance matrix and, hence, POIS(Q;1; �uv) has a shifted noncentral �2 distri-
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bution conditional on T = t: In consequence, it has a positive density on (r2uvt
0t;1) = (r2uvqT ;1)

conditional on T = t and also conditional on QT = qT (because the latter conditional density is the

integral of the former conditional density over t such that t0t = qT ): This completes the proof. �

Proof of Lemma 14.1. First, we show that (14.4) implies the equation for �2 in (14.2). By the

expression d� = a0
�1a0(a00

�1a0)�1=2 given in (2.7) in AMS, where a := (�; 1)0 and a0 := (�0; 1)

0;

for any � 2 R;

d� � d�0 = (a� a0)0
�1a0(a00
�1a0)�1=2

= (� � �0)e01
�1a0(a00
�1a0)�1=2 := (� � �0)r�0 ; (19.4)

where e1 := (1; 0)0 and the last equality holds by the de�nition of r�0 :

Substituting (19.4) into the second equation in (14.4) gives

�
1=2
2 d�2� = ��

1=2d��

i¤ �1=22 (d�0 + r�0(�2� � �0)) = ��
1=2(d�0 + r�0(�� � �0))

i¤ �1=22 d�0 = ��
1=2(d�0 + r�0(�� � �0))� r�0�

1=2
2 (�2� � �0): (19.5)

Given the de�nition of c� in (2.3), the �rst equation in (14.4) can be written as

�
1=2
2 (�2� � �0) = ��1=2(�� � �0): (19.6)

Substituting this into (19.5) yields

�
1=2
2 d�2� = ��

1=2d��

i¤ �1=22 d�0 = ��
1=2(d�0 + 2r�0(�� � �0))

i¤ �1=22 = ��1=2
d�0 + 2r�0(�� � �0)

d�0
: (19.7)

The square of the equation in the last line in (19.7) is the equation for �2 in (14.2).

Next, we show that (14.4) implies the equation for �2� in (14.2). Using (19.6), the �rst equation

in (14.4) can be written as

�2� = �0 �
�1=2

�
1=2
2

(�� � �0): (19.8)
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This combined with the equation for �1=2=�1=22 obtained from the last line of (19.7) gives

�2� = �0 �
d�0

d�0 + 2r�0(�� � �0)
(�� � �0); (19.9)

where a minus sign appears because the � sign in (19.8) gets multiplied by the � sign in the last

line of (19.7), which yields a minus sign in both cases. Equation (19.9) is the same as the �rst

condition in (14.2). This completes the proof that (14.4) implies (14.2).

Now, we prove the converse. We suppose (14.2) holds. Taking the square root of the second

equation in (14.2) gives

�
1=2
2 = ��1=2

d�0 + 2r�0(�� � �0)
d�0

; (19.10)

where the � sign means that this equation holds either with + or with �: Substituting this into
the �rst equation in (14.2) gives (19.8), which is the same as (19.6), and (19.6) is the �rst equation

in (14.4).

The second equation in (14.4) is given by (19.5). Given that the �rst equation in (14.4) holds,

the second equation in (14.4) is given in (19.7). The last line of (19.7) holds by (19.10). This

completes the proof that (14.2) implies (14.4). �

Proof of Lemma 14.2. The proof of part (a) of the lemma is essentially the same as that of

Theorem 8(b) in AMS. The only change is to note that when (�2�; �2) satis�es (14.3), we have

�� = ��2; �
� = ���2; and �max = j��j = j��2j (using the notation in AMS). Because �max = j��j = j��2j;

we obtain
p
�2 �

q
�2max = 0 and the remainder of the proof of Theorem 8(b) goes through as is.

The proof of part (b) of the lemma is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 8(c) of AMS. The

latter proof �rst considers the case where �(�2�; �2) does not satisfy the second condition of (14.1).�

This needs to be changed to �(�2�; �2) does not satisfy the second condition of (14.1) or (14.3).�

With this change, the rest of that part of the proof of Theorem 8(c) goes through unchanged.

The remaining cases (where both (14.1) and (14.3) fail) to consider are (i) when the second

condition in (14.1) holds and the �rst condition in (14.1) fails and (ii) when the second condition in

(14.3) holds and the �rst condition in (14.3) fails. These are mutually exclusive scenarios because

the second conditions in (14.1) and (14.3) are incompatible. The proof of Theorem 8(c) of AMS

considers case (i) and proves the result of Theorem 8(c) for that case. The proof of Theorem 8(c)

for case (ii) is quite similar to that for case (i) using (A.21) in AMS because �� = ���2; �max =
j��j = j��2j > 0; and �� 6= ��2 imply that sgn(�

�) = �sgn(��2) and ��sgn(��) 6= ���2sgn(��2): This last
inequality shows that the expression in (A.21) in AMS is a continuous function of QSTQ

�1=2
T that

is not even. (Note that (A.21) in AMS has a typo: the quantity ��2sgn(�
�) in its second summand
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should be ��2sgn(�
�
2):) �

20 Structural Error Variance Matrices under Distant

Alternatives and Distant Null Hypotheses

Here, we compute the structural error variance matrices in scenarios 1 and 2 considered in (4.2)

and (4.3) in Section 4. By design, the reduced-form variance matrix 
 is the same for �0 and ��

and, hence, does not vary between these two scenarios.

In scenario 1 in (4.2), the structural error variance matrix under H0 is �(�0;
); de�ned in

(12.9). Under H1 : � = ��; as j��j ! 1; we have

lim
��!�1

�uv(��;
) = lim
��!�1

!12 � !22��
(!21 � 2!12�� + !22�2�)1=2!2

= �1 and

lim
j��j!1

�2u(��;
)=�
2
v(��;
) =

!21 � 2!12�� + !22�2�
!22

=1; (20.1)

where �uv(��;
); �
2
u(��;
); and �

2
v(��;
) are de�ned just below (12.9). Equation (20.1) shows

that, for standard power envelope calculations, when the alternative hypothesis value �� is large in

absolute value the structural variance matrix under H1 exhibits correlation close to one in absolute

value and a large ratio of structural to reduced-form variances.

In scenario 2 in (4.3), the structural error variance error matrix under H� is �(��;
): Under

H0 : � = �0; by exactly the same argument as in (20.1) with �0 in place of ��; we obtain

lim
�0!�1

�uv(�0;
) = �1 and lim
j�0j!1

�2u(�0;
)=�
2
v(�0;
) =1: (20.2)

So, in scenario 2, when the null hypothesis value �0 is large in absolute value the structural variance

matrix under H0 exhibits correlation close to one in absolute value and a large ratio of structural

to reduced-form variances.

From a testing perspective, it is natural and time honored to �x the null hypothesis value �0

and consider power as the alternative hypothesis value �� varies. On the other hand, a con�dence

set is the set of null hypothesis values �0 for which one does not reject H0 : � = �0: Hence, for a

given true value ��; the false coverage probabilities of the con�dence set equal one minus its power

as one varies H0 : � = �0: Thus, from the con�dence set perspective, it is natural to �x �� and

consider power as �0 varies.
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21 Transformation of the �0 Versus �� Testing Problem

to a 0 Versus �� Testing Problem

In this section, we transform the general testing problem of H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = ��

for � 2 Rk and �xed 
 to a testing problem of H0 : � = 0 versus H1 : � = �� for some � 2 Rk

and some �xed 
 whose diagonal elements equal one. This is done using the transformations given

footnotes 7 and 8 of AMS, which argue that there is no loss in generality in the AMS numerical

results to take !21 = !22 = 1 and �0 = 0: These results help link the numerical work done in this

paper with that done in AMS.

Starting with the model in (2.1), we transform the model based on (y1; y2) with parameters

(�; �) and �xed reduced-form variance matrix 
 to a model based on (ey1; y2) with parameters
(e�; �) and �xed reduced-form variance matrix e
; where

ey1 := y1 � y2�0;e� := � � �0; and

e
 := V ar

0@0@ ey1
y2

1A1A = V ar

0@24 1 ��0
0 1

350@ y1

y2

1A1A
=

24 !21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20 !12 � !22�0
!12 � !22�0 !22

35 : (21.1)

The transformed testing problem is H0 : e� = 0 versus H1 : e� = e��; where e�� = �� � �0; with

parameter � and reduced-form variance matrix e
:
The matrix e
 does not have diagonal elements equal to one, so we transform the model based

on (ey1; y2) with parameters (e�; �) and �xed reduced-form variance matrix e
 to a model based on
(y1; y2) with parameters (�; �) and �xed reduced-form variance matrix 
; where14

y1 :=
ey1e!1 = y1 � y2�0

(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)1=2

y2 :=
1e!2 y2 = 1

!2
y2;

� :=
e!2e!1 e� = !2

(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)1=2
(� � �0); and

� :=
1e!2� = 1

!2
�: (21.2)

14The formula � := (e!2=e!1)e� in (21.2) comes from y1 := ey1=e!1 = (y2e�+u)=e!1 = y2e�=e!1+u=e!1 = (y2=e!2)e�(e!2=e!1)
+ u=e!1 = y2� + u; where the last equality holds when � := (e!2=e!1)e� and u := u=e!1:
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In addition, we have


 := V ar

0@ y1

y2

1A = V ar

0@24 1=e!1 0

0 1=e!2
350@ ey1

y2

1A1A
=

24 1=e!1 0

0 1=e!2
35 e


24 1=e!1 0

0 1=e!2
35

=

24 1=e!1 0

0 1=!2

3524 !21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20 !12 � !22�0
!12 � !22�0 !22

3524 1=e!1 0

0 1=!2

35
=

24 1
!12�!22�0

(!21�2!12�0+!22�
2
0)
1=2!2

!12�!22�0
(!21�2!12�0+!22�

2
0)
1=2!2

1

35 : (21.3)

The transformed testing problem is H0 : � = 0 versus H1 : � = ��; where

�� =
!2

(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)1=2
(�� � �0); (21.4)

with parameter � and reduced-form variance matrix 
:

Now, we consider the limit as �0 ! �1 of the original model and see what it yields in terms

of the transformed model. We have

lim
�0!�1

�� = �1 and lim
�0!�1


 =

24 1 �1
�1 1

35 : (21.5)

So, the asymptotic testing problem as �0 ! �1 in terms of a model with a null hypothesis � value

of 0 and a reduced-form variance matrix 
 with ones on the diagonal is a test of H0 : � = 0 versus

H1 : � = �1:
We get the same expression for the limits as �0 ! �1 of c��(�0;
) and d��(�0;
) written in

terms of the transformed parameters (�0; ��; �;
) as in Lemma 15.1 except they are multiplied by

�v: This occurs because �� = ��=�v: In consequence, the limits as �0 ! �1 of c��(�0;
)�� and

d��(�0;
)�� written in terms of the transformed parameters (�0; ��; �;
) are the same as their

limits without any transformation.

Lemma 21.1 Let �� = ��(�0) and 
 = 
(�0) be de�ned in (21.4) and (21.3), respectively. Let

�0(�0) = 0:

(a) lim�0!�1 c��(�0)
(�0(�0);
(�0)) = �1:

(b) lim�0!�1 d��(�0)
(�0(�0);
(�0)) = �

�uv
(1��2uv)1=2

:
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Comment. (i). By Lemmas 15.1 and 21.1, the distributions of all of the tests considered in this

paper are the same in the model in Section 2 when �� and 
 are �xed and the null hypothesis

value �0 satis�es �0 ! �1; and in the transformed model of this section when the null hypothesis
�0 is �xed at 0 and the alternative hypothesis value �� = ��(�0) and the reduced-form variance


 = 
(�0) converge as in (21.5) as �0 ! �1: (This uses the fact that �v = 1 in Lemma 21.1.)
(ii). AMS footnote 5 notes that there is a special parameter value � = �AR at which the one-

sided point optimal invariant similar test of H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = �AR is the (two-sided) AR

test. In footnote 5 �AR is de�ned to be �AR =
!21�!12�0
!12�!22�0

: If we compute �AR for the transformed

model (y1; y2) with parameters (�; �;
); where �0 = 0; we obtain

�AR =
!21 � !12�0
!12 � !22�0

=
1

!12
= �1; (21.6)

which is the same as the limit of �� = ��(�0) as �0 ! �1 in (21.2).

Proof of Lemma 21.1. First, we prove part (a). We have

c��
(�0;
) = (�� � �0)(b

0
0
b0)

�1=2

=
!2

(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)1=2
(�� � �0)(1� 2!12�0 + �

2
0)
�1=2

=
!2(�� � �0)

(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)1=2
! �1 as �0 ! �1; (21.7)

where the second equality uses (21.4) and the third equality uses �0 = 0: Hence, c��(�0;
)�� !
�(1=�v)�� as �0 ! �1 using the expression for � in (21.2) and !2 = �v:

Next, we prove part (b). Let b� = (1;���)0 and b0 = (1;��0)0: We have

det(
) = 1� !212;

!12 =
!12 � !22�0

(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)1=2!2
; and

b
0
�
b0(b

0
0
b0)

�1=2 =
1� !12�0 � !12�� + �0��
(1� 2!12�0 + �

2
0)
1=2

= 1� !12��; (21.8)
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where the second equality on the third line uses �0 = 0: Next, we have

1� !12�� = 1� !12 � !22�0
(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)1=2!2

!2

(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)1=2
(�� � �0)

= 1� (!12 � !
2
2�0)(�� � �0)

!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20

=
!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20 � !12�� + !12�0 + !22�0�� � !22�20

!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20

=
!21 � !12�0 � !12�� + !22�0��

!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20
; (21.9)

where the �rst equality uses (21.3) and (21.4).

In addition, we have

1� !212 = 1� (!12 � !22�0)2

(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)!22

=
!21!

2
2 � 2!12!22�0 + !42�20 � !212 + 2!12!22�0 � !4�20

(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)!22

=
!21!

2
2 � !212

(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)!22
; (21.10)

where the �rst equality uses (21.8).

Using (21.8)-(21.10), we have

d��
(�0;
) = b

0
�
b0(b

0
0
b0)

�1=2 det(
)�1=2

=
!21 � !12�0 � !12�� + !22�0��

!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20

�
!21!

2
2 � !212

(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)!22

��1=2
=

(!21 � !12�0 � !12�� + !22�0��)
(!21 � 2!12�0 + !22�20)1=2(!21!22 � !212)1=2

!2: (21.11)

The rhs of (21.11) is the same as the expression on the second line of (15.2) multiplied by !2 = �v:

In consequence, the calculations in (15.2)-(15.4) give the result of part (a) of Lemma 21.1. �

22 Transformation of the �0 Versus �� Testing Problem

to a �0 Versus 0 Testing Problem

In this section, we transform the general testing problem of H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = ��

for � 2 Rk and �xed reduced-form variance matrix 
 to a testing problem of H0 : � = �0 versus

H1 : � = 0 for some � 2 Rk and some �xed 
 with diagonal elements equal to one. These
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transformation results imply that there is no loss in generality in the numerical results of the paper

to taking !21 = !22 = 1 and �� = 0:We also show that there is no loss in generality in the numerical

results of the paper to taking �uv 2 [0; 1]; rather than �uv 2 [�1; 1]; where �uv is the structural
variance matrix correlation de�ned in (5.5).

We consider the same transformations as in Section 21, but with �� in place of �0 in (21.1)-(21.3)

and with the roles of �� and �0 reversed in (21.4) and (21.5). The transformed testing problem

given the transformations in (21.1) (with �� in place of �0) is H0 : e� = e�0 versus H1 : e� = 0; wheree�0 = �0 � ��; with parameter � and reduced-form variance matrix e
: The transformed testing
problem given the transformations in (21.1)-(21.3) (with �� in place of �0) is H0 : � = �0 versus

H1 : � = 0; where e�0 = �0 � ��; with parameters �; �; and 
 de�ned in (21.2) and (21.3) (with

the roles of �� and �0 reversed).

For example, a scenario in which a typical test has high power in the original scenario of testing

H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = ��; such as �0 = 0 and j��j large, gets transformed into the testing
problem of H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = 0 with correlation !12 (the (1; 2) element of 
) close to

�1; because by (21.5) (with the roles of �� and �0 reversed) we have

lim
��!�1


 =

24 1 �1
�1 1

35 : (22.1)

In this case, we also have lim��!�1 �0 = �1 by (21.5). Also, note that the reduced-form and

structural variances matrices are equal when the alternative hypothesis holds in the testing problem

H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = 0; so the result in (22.1) also applies to the structural variance matrix

�(�;
) when � = 0 whose correlation we denote by �uv; i.e., lim��!�1 �uv = �1: Here the
parameter �uv is the parameter �uv that appears in the tables in the paper. These results are

useful in showing how the numerical results of the paper apply to general hypotheses of the form

H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = ��:

Next, we show that there is no loss in generality in the numerical results of the paper to taking

�uv 2 [0; 1]: We consider the hypotheses H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = 0; as in the numerical results

in the paper. When the true � equals 0 and 
 has ones on its diagonal, the reduced-form and

structural variance matrices are equal, see (12.9). Hence, the correlation !12 given by 
 equals the

structural variance correlation �uv in power calculations in the paper, and it su¢ ces to show that

there is no loss in generality in the numerical results of the paper to taking !12 2 [0; 1]:
By (2.3), the distributions of S and T only depend on c�(�0;
); d�(�0;
); and �� := (Z

0Z)1=2�:

The vector �� does not depend on �; �0; or 
: First, note that !12 enters c�(�0;
) := (� �
�0)(b

0
0
b0)

�1=2 = (� � �0)(!
2
1 � 2!12�0 + !22�

2
0)
�1=2 only through !12�0: In consequence, the
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distribution of S is the same under (�0; !12) as under (��0;�!12): Second, by (2.8) of AMS,
d�(�0;
) can be written as b

0
b0(b00
b0)
�1=2 det(
)�1=2; where b := (1;��)0: The distribution of T

when � = 0 depends on d0(�0;
) = (1�!12�0)(b00
b0)�1=2 det(
)�1=2: The �rst two multiplicands
depend on !12 only through !12�0 and the third multiplicand only depends on !12 through !

2
12

(because det(
) = 1 � !212): In addition, S and T are independent. Hence, the distribution of

[S : T ] for given (�0; !12) when � = 0 equals its distribution under (��0;�!12) when � = 0: Thus,
the power of a test of H0 : � = �0 versus H1 : � = 0 when !12 < 0 equals its power for testing

H0 : � = ��0 versus H1 : � = 0 for �!12 > 0:

23 Unknown Variance CLR Test

In this section, we consider a di¤erent form of the CLR test to see whether it has smaller

probabilities of in�nite length than the CLR test de�ned in (3.3) and (3.4).15 By Moreira (2003,

pp. 1036, 1045), the likelihood ratio statistic under the assumption that the reduced-form variance

matrix is unknown is

LRU :=
n

2
ln

 
1 +

b00Y PZY b0

(n� k)b00b
b0
!
� n

2
ln

0@1 + �min

�b
�1=2Y PZY b
�1=2�
n� k

1A ; where

b
 := YMZY=(n� k): (23.1)

(Note that Moreira (2003) denotes the statistic LRU by LR and the statistic LR in (3.3) above by

LR0:)

The probabilities that the CLR test has in�nite length (given in Table I in Section 7) are

computed under the assumption that 
 is known. If we made comparisons of these results to

analogous results for the conditional test that employs the statistic LRU (combined with the same

conditional critical value as in (3.4)), the comparisons would be misleading because LRU does not

make use of the known value of 
: To obtain a fair comparison, we alter the LRU statistic by

replacing b
 by 
: The resulting statistic is
LR2n :=

n

2
ln

�
1 +

b00Y PZY b0
(n� k)b00
b0

�
� n

2
ln

 
1 +

�min
�

�1=2Y PZY 


�1=2�
n� k

!

=
n

2
ln

�
1 +

QS
(n� k)

�
� n

2
ln

�
1 +

QS � LR
n� k

�
; (23.2)

where the second equality holds by the de�nition of QS in (2.3) and (3.1) and the expression LR0 =

15We thank Marcelo Moreira for suggesting that we consider the CLR2n tests considered in this section.
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S
0
S � �min on p. 1033 of Moreira (2003), which in the notation of this paper is LR = QS � �min

for �min := �min
�

�1=2Y PZY 


�1=2� by p. 1045 of Moreira (2003).
The conditional critical value for this statistic is the same as that in (3.4)). We call the resulting

test the CLR2n test. Somewhat confusingly, or perhaps paradoxically, the form of the LR2n statistic

is determined by assuming 
 is unknown, which yields a test that depends on an estimator b
 of

; which we then replace by 
; which yields a test for the case where 
 is known. Note that the

LR2n statistic depends on n; whereas the LR statistic in (3.3) does not.

Table SM-VI in Supplemental Material 2 reports di¤erences in the probabilities that the CLR2n

and CLR CI�s have in�nite length for the same k; �; and �uv values as in Table I, for three values

of n: n =100, 500, and 1,000. Note that the data generating process depends only on k; �; and

�uv; and not on n: The quantity n only enters through the form of the LR2n statistic.

The results in Table SM-VI show that the CLR2n and CLR CI�s perform very similarly. This is

especially true for n = 500 and 1; 000 in which cases all di¤erences are less than :005: For n = 100;

the di¤erences exceed .005 in some scenarios where �uv is small (0, .3, and .5) and k is large (k � 10
for �uv = :0; :3 and k � 20 for �uv = :5). The largest di¤erence is :0235 and is achieved when

n = 100; �uv = 0; k = 40; and � = 20:

Based on these results, we do not �nd that the CLR2n test improves on the CLR test in terms

of its probabilities of having in�nite length. The di¤erences between the CLR2n and CLR tests are

quite small, especially for n = 500 and 1000:

24 Heteroskedastic and Autocorrelated Model

Theorem 5.1 gives formulae for the probabilities that certain CI�s have in�nite right length,

in�nite left length, and in�nite length in the homoskedastic Gaussian linear IV model. In this

section, we extend these results to the Gaussian linear IV model that allows for heteroskedasticity

and autocorrelation (HC) in the errors. We use the speci�cation and notation in Moreira and

Ridder (2017). The reduced-form model is Y = Z�a0 + V; as in (2.2), but without the assumption

that the rows of V are i.i.d. with distribution 
: Rather, we assume that

vec(eV ) := vec((Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0V ) � N(0;�); (24.1)

where eV 2 Rk�2 and � is a positive de�nite 2k � 2k matrix. The matrix � can be consistently
estimated. In consequence, we focus on the case where � is known. Let P1 := Z(Z 0Z)�1=2 2 Rn�k

and let P2 2 Rn�(n�k) be such that P := [P1 : P2] is orthogonal. A one-to-one transforma-

tion of Y is (P 01Y; P
0
2Y ): The matrix P

0
2Y is ancillary and the variance of V is only restricted by
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V ar(vec(P 01V )) = �: In consequence, we only consider tests that are a function of P
0
1Y: We have

R := P 01Y = ��a
0 + eV ; where �� := (Z 0Z)1=2� and a := (�; 1)0: (24.2)

For a given null hypothesis value �0; a one-to-one transformation of R is (S�0(R); T�0(R));

where

S�0(R) := [(b00 
 Ik)�(b0 
 Ik)]�1=2(b00 
 Ik)vec(R);

T�0(R) := [(a00 
 Ik)��1(a0 
 Ik)]�1=2(a00 
 Ik)��1vec(R); (24.3)

a0 := (�0; 1)
0; and b0 := (1;��0)0: The statistics S�0(R) and T�0(R) are independent. Their

distributions are

S�0(R) � N((� � �0)C�0��; Ik) and

T�0(R) � N(D���; Ik); where

C�0 := [(b00 
 Ik)�(b0 
 Ik)]�1=2 and

D� := [(a00 
 Ik)��1(a0 
 Ik)]�1=2(a00 
 Ik)��1(a
 Ik): (24.4)

As shown in the following lemma, the limits of S�0(R) and T�0(R) as �0 ! �1 are

S�1(R) := ���1=222 R2 and

T�1(R) := �(�11)�1=2(e01 
 Ik)��1vec(R); (24.5)

where R2 denotes the second column of R; �22 denotes the lower right k�k block of �; �11 denotes
the upper left k � k block of ��1; and e1 := (1; 0)0:

Lemma 24.1 For �xed true value � = �� and positive de�nite matrix �; we have

(a) lim�0!�1 S�0(R) = S�1(R);

(b) S�1(R) � N(���1=222 ��; Ik);

(c) lim�0!�1 T�0(R) = T�1(R);

(d) T�1(R) � N
�
�(�11)�1=2(e01 
 Ik)��1vec(��a0�); Ik

�
; where a� := (��; 1)

0; and

(e) S�1(R) and T�1(R) are independent.

Comments. (i). The convergence results in Lemma 24.1 hold for all realizations of R:

(ii). In the homoskedatic case, where � = 

 Ik; we have S�1(R) = S�1(Y ) and T�1(R) =

T�1(Y ); where S�1(Y ) and T�1(Y ) are de�ned in (16.1) for the homoskedastic model.
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These results hold by the following calculations. In the homoskedatic case, �22 = !22Ik = �2vIk;

where !22 denotes the (2; 2) element of 
 and �
2
v := V ar(v2i): This yields S�1(R) = �(1=�v)R2 =

�(1=�v)(Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y e2 := S�1(Y ): In the homoskedatic case, �11 = !11Ik; where !11 denotes

the (1; 1) element of 
�1; ��1 = 
�1
Ik; and (e01
Ik)��1vec(R) = (e01
�1
Ik)vec(R) = R
�1e1;

where the last equality uses the formula vec(ABC) = (C 0 
A)vec(B): We have !11 = !22=(!
2
1!
2
2 �

!212) by the formula for the inverse of a 2�2matrix, !21!22�!212 = �2u�
2
v��2uv = �2u�

2
v(1��2uv); where

the �rst equality holds by (15.3), and (!11)�1=2 = �u�v(1 � �2uv)
1=2=!2 = �u(1 � �2uv)

1=2; where

the last equality uses �v = !2: Putting these results together gives T�1(R) := �(�11)�1=2(e01 

Ik)�

�1vec(R) = ��u(1� �2uv)1=2R
�1e1 = (Z 0Z)�1=2Z 0Y 
�1e1 � (�(1� �2uv)1=2�u) := T�1(R):

Let P��;�;�(�) denote the probability distribution of R when ��; �;� are the true values.

The HC model analogue of Theorem 5.1 is the following.

Theorem 24.2 Suppose CS�(R) is a CS based on level � tests �(S�0(R); T�0(R)) whose test sta-

tistic and critical value functions, T (s; t) and cv(t); respectively, are continuous at all k�2 matrices
[s : t] and k vectors t; P��;�;�(T (Sc(R); Tc(R)) = cv(Tc(R))) = 0 for c = +1 in parts (a) and (c)

below and c = �1 in part (b) below. Then, for all (��; �;�) with � positive de�nite,

(a) P��;�;�(RLength(CS�(R)) =1) = 1� lim�0!1 P��;�;�(�(S�0(R); T�0(R)) = 1);

(b) P��;�;�(LLength(CS�(R)) =1) = 1� lim�0!�1 P��;�;�(�(S�0(R); T�0(R)) = 1); and

(c) if T (Sc(R); Tc(R)) � cv(Tc(R)) for c = +1 i¤ the same inequality holds for c = �1 a.s.,

then

P��;�;�(Length(CS�(R)) =1) = 1� lim�0!�1 P��;�;�(�(S�0(R); T�0(R)) = 1):

Proof of Theorem 24.2. The proof is essentially the same as that for Theorem 5.1 with (i)

(S�0(R); T�0(R)) and T�0(R) in place of Q�0(Y ) and QT;�0(Y ); respectively, using (ii) Lemma

24.1 in place of Lemma 16.1, and using (iii) the assumption of the Theorem that �T (s; t) and
cv(t) are continuous at all k � 2 matrices [s : t] and k vectors t;� in place of the assumption of
Theorem 5.1 that �T (q) and cv(qT ) are continuous at all positive de�nite 2 � 2 matrices q and
positive constants qT :�(In the argument following (16.3) in the proof of Theorem 5.1, the latter

assumption is combined with the result of Lemma 16.1(g), which implies that Q1(Y ) is pd a.s.

and QT;1(Y ) > 0 a.s. In contrast, in the proof of the present Theorem, this part of the argument

is not needed because there is no restriction to positive de�nite matrices q and positive constants

qT :) In the proof of part (c), the second last equality in (16.5) in the proof of Theorem 5.1 holds

(with the changes listed in (i)-(iii) above) because the assumption imposed in part (c) of the present

Theorem is the same as condition (iii) stated immediately above (16.5). �
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Proof of Lemma 24.1. We prove part (a) �rst. Dividing the components of S�0(R) in (24.3) by

j�0j; we obtain

S�0(R) = [((b0=j�0j)
0 
 Ik)�((b0=j�0j)
 Ik)]�1=2((b0=j�0j)0 
 Ik)vec(R): (24.6)

We have

lim
�0�1

�
(b0=j�0j)0 
 Ik

�
vec(R) = ((0;�1)
 Ik) vec(R) = �R2 and

lim
�0�1

((b0=j�0j)0 
 Ik)�((b0=j�0j)
 Ik) = ((0;�1)
 Ik)�((0;�1)
 Ik) = �22; (24.7)

using b0 := (1;��0)0; where R2 denotes the second column of R: Combining (24.6) and (24.7) and
using the positive de�niteness of �22 gives lim�0�1 S�0(R) = ��

�1=2
22 R2 := S�1(R); which proves

part (a).

Part (b) holds by the de�nition of S�1(R) in (24.5) because R2 � N(��;�22) by (24.1) and

(24.2).

To prove part (c), we divide the components of T�0(R) in (24.3) by j�0j to obtain

T�0(R) = [((a0=j�0j)
0 
 Ik)��1((a0=j�0j)
 Ik)]�1=2((a0=j�0j)0 
 Ik)��1vec(R); (24.8)

where a0 = (�0; 1)
0: We have

lim
�0�1

((a0=j�0j)0 
 Ik)��1vec(R) = �((1; 0)
 Ik)��1vec(R) and

lim
�0�1

((a0=j�0j)0 
 Ik)��1((a0=j�0j)
 Ik) = ((�1; 0)
 Ik)��1((�1; 0)
 Ik) = �11; (24.9)

where �11 denotes the upper left k � k block of ��1: Combining (24.8) and (24.9) and using the

positive de�niteness of ��1 gives lim�0�1 T�0(R) = �(�11)�1=2(e01 
 Ik)�
�1vec(R) := T�1(R);

which establishes part (c) of the lemma.

Part (d) holds by the de�nition of T�1(R) in (24.5) because R = ��a
0
� + eV when � = �� by

(24.2), vec(eV ) � N(0;�) by (24.1), and

V ar(T�1(R)) = V ar((�11)�1=2(e01 
 Ik)��1vec(R))

= (�11)�1=2(e01 
 Ik)��1���1(e1 
 Ik)(�11)�1=2

= Ik: (24.10)
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Part (e) holds because S�1(R) and T�1(R) are jointly normal with covariance

Cov(S�1(R); T�1(R)) = Cov(���1=222 (e02 
 Ik)vec(R);�(�11)�1=2(e01 
 Ik)��1vec(R)

= ���1=222 (e02 
 Ik)V ar(vec(R))��1(e1 
 Ik)(�11)�1=2

= Ik: (24.11)

This implies that S�1(R) and T�1(R) are independent, which proves part (e). �
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